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Additional $426,000 Must Be Found

Regents Slice $536,000 From 1981-82 Budget
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By JOHN SALERNO
Staff Reporter
The Murray State University board
of regents took action Friday to deal
with the state's most recent round of
budget cuts, approving six proposals
which will slice 8536,500 from the
school's 1961-82 budget.
A budget reduction plan presented
to the board by president Constantine
Curris outlines the six proposals, and
suggests other potential ways to
reduce the school's spending. The
board must cut an additional 8426,000
:ibis year to reach a total budget
.41iductien of 8962,500.

That amount is Murray State's
share of the mandated $18.4 million
cut levied on the state's eight public
universities. Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.
Tuesday ordered reductions in state
spending of $100.6 million to offset
projected shortfalls in state revenue
this fiscal year.
The five cost-saving measures approved by the board and the amount
of money Curris said he expects each
will contribute to the budget reduction
process are::
.- An across-the-board reduction of
five percent in all operating expense
accounts. These accounts include sup-

plies, printing, travel, equipment and
utilities. Excluded from this cut are
workmen's
compensation,
maintenance contracts, insurance
premiums, equipment repair and
library acquisitions.
Curris said he expected the cut to
save the school 8245,000. He said the
library was excluded from this proposal because it "has taken its fair
share"of cuts in'the past.
The addition of projected income
from the investments management
program. Curris said this program
could generate $180,000 in a year but
he said it "causes me a little

uneasiness" to have to depend on the
money. He said the amount could be
adversely affected by state policy
changes or reduction in interest rates.
Curris explained the program invests tuition fees after they are collected to earn interest before the date
they have to be turned over to the
state. He Mid the program is one-year
old and that it generated $150,000 in
that time period.
Regent Jere McCuiston of Trenton
asked if the income was reflected in •
the budget. Curris said the "uncertainty of knowing" the amount which
will be earned makes it an unreliable
income, and therefore is excluded
from the budget. He added the money
will be included in the school's financial statement at the end of this fiscal
year.
A reduction of adjunct and offcampus instruction. Curris said offcampus classes with "higher studentfaculty ratios" will still be taught, but
classes with low enrollment will have

to be discontinued. He estimated this
elimination would trim $30,000 from
the budget.
A $35,000 reduction in the budget
for minor renovation projects. He said
the previous allocation for small jobs
such as classroom renovations was
$135,000. Money for major renovations
comes from the general fund, Curris
said.
A modification of the university's
personnel policy which will allow up
to three additional vacation dip during the Christmas holidagr thus
allowing the school to close during the
week between Christmas and New
Year's Day. Estimated utility savings
are $6,500.
A four percent reduction in the
Veterinary Diagnostic and Research
Center's budget. Curris said this cut is
"comparably transferred" to the
Hopkinsville lab because it should be
responsible for some of the university's 4.5 percent budget reduction.
This reduction will put an additional

$40,000 toward reaching the state's
mandated cut, he said.
The board passed this portion of
Curris' budget reduction plan by an 81 vote.
xxx
Those who voted in favor of the plan
were board chairman Ron
Christopher, Murray, vice chairman
William Carneal, Owensboro, Sara
Page, Paducah, Jere McCuiston,
Trenton, Jerry Woodall, Lexington,
Dr. Charles Howard, Mayfield, Dr.
Ed Settle, Princeton, and student
regent Mark McClure,Frankfort.
Faculty regent Dr. Steve West,
Murray voted no on the proposals
because he said investment interest
funds were not reflected in the budget
which was passed June 12 by the
board. He said those funds could be
used rather than cutting expenses five
percent.
The across-the-board cut, he
See BUDGET
Page 14, Column 1

MSU Board Approves Appointments,
- Advised About Golf Course, Museum
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ACE GIVEAWAY — For the fifth year Carroll Volkswagen in Murray is offering a 1981
Volkswagen pickup for the
first hole-in-one at the Shrine Golf Tournament at Murray Country Club, Aug. 8-9.
The determining hole will be
No.7, a 165-yard par three. Tournament applications are still being accepted with
a $35 entry fee. All proceeds
go to the Shriners' crippled children hospitals. According to Bobby Hke (left), tourname
nt director, 125 players
have already signed up. Shriner clown units will be at the course and refreshments
will be served throughout the
tourney. Pictured with Fike are Ed Carroll(center)and Tommy Carroll(right). For
entry information contact MCC,
753-9430.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

Peterson To Speak To Grads
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Dr. Roy P. Peterson, deputy executive director for academic and
health affairs of the Kentucky Council
on Higher Education, will deliver the
summer commencement address at
Murray State University on Friday,
Aug.7.
He joined the Council in 1980 after
five years as associate director for
academic and health affairs with the
Minois Board of Higher Education.
Graduation exercises at Murray
State will begin at 2 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium. Among the 397 candidates for degrees are 179 for
bachelor's degrees, 197 for master's
degrees, 7 for specialist degrees and
14 for associate degrees. They represent 20 states and three foreign countries.
Degrees will be conferred by Dr.
Constantine W. Curris, university
president, with Dr. Richard Butwell,
vice president for academic pro-
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Dr. Roy P.Peterson

grams, presiding.
Others to partciipate in the program include the Rev. David Robinson, vicar of St. John's Episcopal
Church in Murray, who will give the
invocation and benediction, soloist
Kay Gardner Bates, a member of the
Murray State music faculty, organist
Douglas Vancil, Jonesboro, Ill..
junior, and the Murray State Brass
Ensemble under the direction of Dr.
Gerald Welker, which will play the
processional and recessional.
A reception for the new graduates
on the lawn outside Lovett Auditorium
following the graduation ceremony, is
open to everyone.
Peterson, a native of Louisiana, is
concerned with planning for higher
education in Kentucky, including
budgetary priorities and recommendations, program review, and coordination of statewide academic matters.
He was a Fellow of the American
Council of Education in 1973-74 and
served during that year as assistant to
the president of Oregon State University in Corvallis. His background also
includes teaching experience in
biology at Southern Minois University
in Edwardsville and at Southern
University on both the New Orleans
and Baton Rouge,La.,campuses.
Peterson earned the B. S. degree at
Southern University in Baton Rouge,
the M. A. degree at the University of
Oregon, and the Ph.D. degree at the
University of Iowa. He has been active as a researcher and author for
professional publications.
, Among his other experience has
been work in counseling,developmental programs, student affairs, and
health and health-related programs.
Active in several community and
civic endeavors, he is currenty vice
president of the national board of
directors of The Compassionate
Friends and a member of the Corn-

mission on Higher Education Issues of
the American Council on Education.

Candidates Asked
To Meet At Lovett
Tuesday, August 4
All candidates for degrees who will
be participating in the Friday, Aug. 7,
summer commencement exercises at
Murray State University are urged to
attend a meeting from noon to 12:30
p.m. on Tuesday, Aug. 4, in Lovett
Auditorium.
Dr. Richard Butwell, vice president
for academic programs, said arrangements and procedures for the
graduation ceremony will be explained during the meeting.

By JOHN SALERNO
Staff Reporter
The first board of regents meeting
this year without an executive session
lasted 31
/
2 hours and involved budget
reductions, appointment of key personnel, a discussion of the Murray
State University Foundation, and
several significant announcements.
In addition to deciding budget matters (see related story), the board
voted to appoint Jim Hall as vice
president for administrative services.
After recommending Hall's appointment, president Constantine
Curris said there has "been some
commentary" on the matter.
(The Murray Ledger and Times and
The Paducah Sun reported a June 19
conference call initiated by Curris to
the board in order to discuss promoting Hall to fill the vacancy
created when Dr. Richard Gray
resigned to take a job with industry.)
During the meeting, board member
Jere McCuiston of Trenton, who
"passed" when it was his turn to vote
on the appointment, asked Curtis if a
search had to be initiated before filling the post. Curtis replied that no
search was necessary because the
move was made vain the university
and also merged two positions.
Hall's former job as executive
assistant to the president has been
frozen by Curris who will evaluate
elimination of the 840,200-a-year job
this January. Hall's salary as vice
president is 842,400.
The presideitalso announced the
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partly sunny

One Section —14 Pages
Partly sunny and warm days,
Aces
12 fair and mild nights through the
Business Page
5 weekend with only a slight
Church Directory
14 chance of a late afternoon
Classifieds
12, 13 shower. Highs today and Sunday
Comics
12 in the upper 80s. Lows tonight in
Crosswords
12 the mid to upper 60s. South winds
Dear Abby
2 around 10 mph today and Sunday.
Deaths & Funerals
14 Calm tonight. The chance forTain
Dr. Lain,
P.....a Is 20 percent during the
afternoon
Fins & Feathers
•
11—
hours today and Sunday.
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Horoscopes...
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Suit Filed Over
1980 Swimming
Pool Accident

Looking For An Honest
Man? Try Frank Dowdy

inside today
today's index

Wrather
Hall-West
Kentucky
In an interview after the meeting,
Museum director position has been of- student
regent Mark McClure of
fered to Martha Guier, currently serv- Frankfort
indicated the board reafing as director of placement services. firmed
an agreement between the
He said he thought she will accept-the university
bookstore and the foundajob and added that the move could tion at the
June 12 meeting to receive
possibly cause a merger of placement a bank loan
to pay for the golf course
and the cooperative and experiential construction.
He said the agreement
education office.
was re-established to show the bank
If the move takes place, Curris said the foundatio
n had sound finances.
he plans to appoint Don Starkey, McClure said
he thought the loan
director of the cooperative program, would total $700,000.
to head the combined office.
The original agreement between the
The president also told the board he bookstore
and the foundation was
wanted to clarify an issue concerning formed
in 1979.
a July ,24 letter he received from
Later, Curris, who is president of
Harry Snyder, executive director of the
foundation, said the corporation
the Council on Higher Education.
"might take out some loans" and is
Snyder's letter requested Curris looking at
several local banks.
"indefinitely postpone" the foundaIn other business, Curris announced
tion's construction of the Francis E. Aug. 25
as the official date to sign an
Miller Memorial Golf Course in light
See REGENTS
of the current financial burden on
Page 14, Column 2
Kentucky's public universities.
The CHE head also asked for a "fully detailed breakout" of the foundation funds being utilized to build the
$720,300 course. The 173-acre tract
was donated to the foundation by L.D.
Miller, a 1937 graduate of MSU, with
the stipulation the land be developed
The father of an Irmo, S. C., youth
into a golf course named after his late injured in an swimming pool accident
wife, who was an avid golfer.
at the Oaks Country Club filed suit
Curris told the board -the idea for Thursday in Calloway Circuit Court
construction (of the course) began against the Murray Recreation
several years ago." He said the foun- Association Inc., operator of the
dation's purpose "is to do those things facility.
which benefit" the university. He said
The suit, filed by Billy J. Hodge,
the foundation, as a private, non- states that on July 1, 1980, Andrew
profit organization, can use "their William Hodge fell approximately 10
discretion as to what's best" for the feet from a diving board to the conschool.
crete surface around the pool as a
Curris said he has forwarded a result of inadequate guarding on the
response to Snyder informing him a board.
contract for the course has already
The suit asks for $10,000 in damages
been signed and that construction is for past and future medical expenses
underway. He added that the founda- and 860,000 in damages for "pain and
tion's trustees are "looking at the suffering, permanent injury and
legal arrangements as to whether or future loss of earning power."
not the contract can be terminated. .
Claims made in a lawsuit present
.not that it would come to that."
only one side of the case.

41&
'ANYTHING GOES'
Together at lag are Jay Overton as Billy
Crocker and ter& tylv_s
Hope Harcourt in "Anythinse Goes." The
Murray-Calloway County Community Theatre production begins at
8
tonight in the old freight depot at the Murray-Calloway County Park.
The show will be repeated Aug. 6-8. Tickets are $3 for adults,
$2 for
students and $1.50 for children and senior citizens. For information
and reservations, caN the Community Theatre Tickedine at 759-1 752.

A local newlywed couple rediscovered the true meaning of "wedded
bliss" Thursday night when a lost-purse with-8620 was returned to them
by an employee of the Murray Sanitation Department.
Frank Dowdy, a veteran of 15 years with the department, was returning home with his wife, son and daughter following daughter Kathy's
haircutting appointment. As Dowdy was driving down Sycamore. he
noticed a purse in the street with a pill bottle rolling out of it.
Dowdy stopped the car, dodged a tractor-trailer to get the purse and
then went straight to the Murray Police Department with it. With Dowdy
and his family as witnesses, Capt. Tommy Phillips opened the woman's
billfold and counted out $620.
The saga began when the woman cashed her paycheck after leaving
work and put the pay, money for an insurance payment and cash
for her
family's order of wedding pictures in her billfold.
She then went home to get her new cocker spaniel to accompany her to
Mayfield to pick up the pictures. She absentmindedly put her purse on top
of the car so she could settle the dog in the seat before driving off.
The woman noticed the purse was missing when she was just a
block
from home. However, when she retraced her route, there was
no sign of
the purse, and she went home to tell her husband the bed news
They
determined the purse was probably gone forever so--&e decided
to go on and make the trip to Mayfield.
•
Upon arrival, the photographer greeted her at the door with the
news
the purse had been found."I was so happy! just sat down and cried,"
she
said.
However, the bride's troubles were not ended whenshereturnef1 kitue.
Her husband had left her "found" purse in the house with.a note that he
had gone to play tennis. He had not remembered that her house keys were
in the purse, and she and the spaniel were left on the doorstep for two
hours before he returned home.
The couple requested they that not be identified.)
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Community Events Listed
Saturday, Aug. 1
Dutch auction by the
Greater Paducah Chapter of
Parents Without Partners
will be held at 7:30 p.m. at
the home of Jackie Burgess,
203 Skylark Drive, Mayfield.
For information call 1-2476599 or 1-247-8346.

Saturday, hag.1
Mr. and Mrs. S. Jack
Gardner will be honored on
their 50th wending anniversary with a reception at the
University Branch of the
Bank of Murray from 4 to 7
p.m. The family requests
that guests not bring gifts.

Square and round dancing
"Anything Goes" will be
will be held at 7:30 p.m. at presented by the Community
the Woodmen of the World Theatre at 8 p.m. at the Old
hall.
Freight Depira- MueliffCalloway County Park.
:Fiunily night featuring an
roe cream supper and music
Couples Bridge will be
by the Country Beat will be played at 7:30 p.m. at the
at 8 p.m. at the Hazel Com- Oaks Country Club with
munity Center. This is spon- Fred and Mayrelle Clark,
sored by the Hazel Lions 759-1115, as hosts.
Club.
--Alcoholics Anonymous and
Alanon will meet at 6 p.m. in
Bargain Matinees
the west end of the Livestock
and Exposition Center.
Sat. & Sun. 2:00

Cheri & Cine
All Seats S1.50

7:20,9:30+ 2:00Sat.,

Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
Free and Accepted Masons
will have a potluck supper at
6:30 p.m. at the lodge hall.
Work in the Master Mason's
degree will be at the meeting
at 7:30 p.m.
Annual meeting of Bogard
Cemetery will be held at 9
a.m. with basket lunch at
noon at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. N. P. Paschall.

:05,9:15 2:00Sat. Sun

Mesday,Aug.3
Calloway County Executive Democratic Committee will meet at 7 p.m. in
the Tennessee Room,
University Center, Murray
State University. Possible
candidates for the unexpired
term of First District
Senator will be interviewed.
The public is invited.

PAGI

(OfInterest To

Tuesday, Aug. t
Group II of First Christian
Church CWF will meet at 2
p.m. in the church library
with Mesdames Verna
Roberts, Imogene Scott, and
Marge Hays. Mrs. Lessie
Pickard will give the program and Mrs. Lenore
Moore the devotion.

First Baptist Church WWI
will meet at 9:30 a.m. at the
Rettervations for ladies chapel of the church.
day luncheon on Wednesday
at the Murray Country Club
Blood River Associational
should be made by today Youth Rally will be held at 7
with Cecelia Brock, chair- p.m. the Fellowship
at
Hall,
man.
First Baptist Church.
Murray-Calloway County
Camera Club will meet at 7
First United Methodist
p.m. at the First United Men's Prayer Breakfast will
Methodist Church. Program beheld at 7 a.m.
will be nn Exposure Meters
and each one should bring
meters and no more than
five pictures of bridges and
buildings. The public is invited.
Calloway County Retired
Teachers Association will
meet at 1:30 p.m. at the Ellis
Community Center. Bill Cunningham of Eddyville will be
speaker. All retired teachers
are invited.
Second Photography
Workshop, free of charge,
will open at the Calloway
Public Library, at 7:30 p.m.
Call 753-2288 for information.

---- ---

Senior Citizens

Make Today Count

Menus For Nutrition
Program Are Listed
The menus for the Nutrition Program for the Elderly
and Meals on Wheels were
relased today for the week of
Aug.3 to 7.
Meals are served at 12
noon at the Douglas Center
and at 11:45 a.m. at the
Hazel Center, Monday
through Friday, and at 12
noon on Tuesday and
Thursday at the Ellis Center.
Meals are also sent out each

By Abigail Van Buren

Hot Weather Brings Out
Tie Beast in People

day.
Menus are as follows:
Monday — macaroni,
hamburger, tomatoes and
cheese casserole, whole
baby carrots, cabbage salad,
hot roll, butter, apple, milk,
coffee or tea.
Tuesday — macaroni and
tuna salad, tomato wedges
with cucumber slices, 3 bean
salad, hot roll, butter, cantaloupe cubes, milk, coffee
or tea.
Wednesday — beef and
noodles, egg plant parmesian, green peas, hot roll,
butter, orange, milk, coffee
or tea.
Thursday — fried chicken,
breaded vegetable sticks,
spring salad, hot roll, butter,
fresh peach, milk, coffee or
tea.
Friday — sea food patties,
potato salad,cole slaw,cornbread, butter, watermelon,
milk,coffee or tea.

The local chapter of Make Today Count is scheduled to
meet Monday, Aug. 3, at 7 p.m. on the third floor of the
educational unit of the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
This is a non-profit, tax exempt organization for persons
with life threatening illnesses, their family members and
other interested persons.
The purpose is to allow these persons to discuss their
personal concerns so that they may deal with them in a
positive wap,aspokesman said.

Miller Family Holds
Reunion At Center
The children of the late B.
W. and Ethel Miller held
their annual family reunion
on July 26 at the Ellis Community Center. A potluck
lunch was served at noon.
Those present were:
James and Reba Fain,
Bobby, Jeanette and Keith
Fain, Cheryl and Gina Herndon, Jimmy,Patsy, Mitchell
and Elizabeth Fain.
James and Bonnie Miller,
Peggy Lassiter, Jack &
Lourell Smith, Louisville;
Martha and
Albert
Shumaker, Timothy, Fran
and Adam Shumaker, Atlanta, Ga.; Mary Rousseau,

Emily, Zane and Joy Cunningham,Bowling Green.
Ferrel and Eleanor Millet',
Brad and Melissa; Tammle
and Rick Crouch; Dan and
Jean Miller and Sandy, Dana
and Darrell Bean, Sherrie
and Terry Paschall, Janice
and Bill Adams and Randy,
Phyllis and Heather Wrye,
Donna
-and
Rick
Norsworthy, Mark and Aleta
Adams.
Ann and Bob Eaker, Leigh
Ann and Billy, Hopkinsville;
Joe Pat and Sonya Futrell,
Melonie and David, Luck
and Evon Burt, Rondall and
Carolyn Burt,Calvert City.
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NAACP will have a softball game at 4 p.m. at the
DEAR ABBY: Unless I get this off to you now, I may
farm of Mr. and Mrs. L. P.
forget my anger and frustration.
Almo. A hayride will
Coldwater
United
7
49k14
This afternoon when I pulled into the parking lot of a
be held for the children. The Methodist Church Women grocery-deli,
I found myself alongside a compact car with a
.17.74119
public is invited.
will meet at 7 p.m. at the cute little white dog inside.
I did my shopping. When I returned 15 minutes later, the
church.
Sunday, Aug.2
car and dog were still there. It was sweltering hot and the
Horse Races will be held at
Recovery, Inc., will meet windows were up,so I looked around for the owner, waited a
7:00,9:15 -4- 2„:00 Sat.,Sun.
1:30 p.m. at the Country at 7:30 p.m. at the Health few minutes, then tried to get into the car to crack a window
111, ultioris Yrs is ilia
so that poor dog could get some air. The doors were locked,
Quarter Track.
••••••••.
Center, North Seventh and 80
I went back into the store and asked who owned the car
HAIIRISON *ONO_
Olive Streeti.
and dog. A man in a T-shirt, cool and comfy, claimed
Homecoming will be held
ownership and said he had not been ip the store 2 minutes.
at the Blood River Baptist
Executive Board of the Untrue, of course.
Church.
Murray Woman's Club is
Abby, please tell your readers that when a dog is left in a
scheduled to meet at 11:30 car, there is no need to lock the dOors for protection against
Community Theatre will a.m. at the club house.
thieves — the dog is the threat. And please say something
Hire Thur. II/13
about the cruelty of leaving a pet in the car with no
present
last
the
of
five
7:15,9:30 2:00Sat..S
"Gourmet Cabarets" at the
Hazel and Douglas Centers ventilation on hot summer days.
G LOVER
Old Freight Depot of will be open from 10 a.m.to 2
Murray-Calloway County p.m. for activities by the
DEAR DOG LOVER:Thanks for the opportunity to
Park. For reservations call Senior Citizens with lunch at share some important,timely facts: When the
temper759-1752.
Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and at ature is 85 degrees outside, the temperature inside a
parked car(even with the windows slightly open)will
Douglas at 12 noon.
South Pleasant Grove
reach 102 degrees within 10 minutes. And in 30
United Methodist Men will
minutes, it will reach 120 degrees!
The normal body temperature of a dog is approxmeet at 8 a.m. at the church
Tuesday, Aug.4
imately 102 degrees; it can withstand approximately
for a breakfast meet.
Bethel United Methodist 108 degrees for a very short time before suffering
Caurch Women will meet at irreparable brain damage or death. Never leave a
Homemade Ice Cream
child or a pet in a parked car in the sun — even with
7p.m.at the church.
Feast will be held at the
the windows open.
First United Methodist
As the song goes: "Bless the beasts and children,
Free blood pressure
Church at6 p.m.
checks will be given from 12 for in this world they have no choice, they have no
voice."
noon to 2p.m. at the SeventhMonday, Aug.3
Day
kSIT
Adventist Church,South
tATE SHOth f
•• •
Murray Lodge No. 105
k
..•..
Free and Accepted Masons 15th and Sycamore Streets.
DEAR ABBY: My younger brother did not graduate from
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
Murray Marathoners will high school with his class because he was told he didn't
lodge hall.
have a Fun-Rim starting at have enough credits. He felt terrible about it, but reacted
•
the Calloway County High maturely. He decided to go to summer school to make up the
credits and get his diploma that way.
School Track at6:30 p.m.
A week after graduation took place, my mother got a
telephone call from my brother's high-school counselor,
Murray Assembly No. 19 stating that school officials neglected to count the
points of
Order of the Rainbow for a night class he had taken the first semester; that he had
Girls will meet at 7 p.m. at plenty of credits and should have graduated with his class!
My mother requested that the principal write a letter of
the lodge hall.
apology to my brother to make up for the humiliation he had
Murray TOPS (iiike off suffered. The counselor said the principal would be glad to
pounds sensibly) Club will write such a letter.
So far no letter has been received. What should we do?
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
BIG SISTER
Center, North Seventh and
Olive Streets.
DEAR SISTER: Call and jog the principal's memory. A letter of apology is small restitution for such a
Alcoholics Anonymous will colossal gaffe.
meet at 8 p.m. at the west
First Feature Repeated !unite
•• *
end of the Livestock and Exposition Center.
DEAR ABBY: I met a very attractive, eligible widower
II,Mornmsessusewounussiusse
L
last winter, and we've been keeping steady company since.
Senior Citizens Centers
My only complaint is the way he keeps talking all the time
will be open as follows: about Mildred, his deceased wife. I never talk about my
gerripelf;
iitit4W
Hazel and Douglas from 10 deceased husband. Outside of that, he is a decent man and
a.m. to 2 p.m.; Ellis from 10 we get along just fine.
He has asked to marry me,but this is the way he proposed
a.m. to 3 p.m.; Dexter at
to me: "How would you like to take Mildred's place?"
9:30 a.m.
UNDECIDED
Parents Anonymous will
11 a.m.-2 p.m. Daly Thru August
DEAR UNDECIDED: If he has a sense of humor,
meet at 6:30 p.m. For infor- tell him that since Mildred is in the cemetery,
you
mation call 759-1087 or 435- don't want to take her place. But if he wants a new
4385.
life and a new wife, you'll consider it, providing he
quits talking about Mildred.
Group D of Beginning
•••
Ladies Tennis of the Murray
Country Club will play from
Do you liatiFt~teratirers because you don't know
6 to 8 p.m. attheclub.
what to say? Thank-you notes, sympathy letters,
_paroressedvilsteak Flies
_
congratulations, how to decline and accept invitaBenefit rummage sale for tions and how to write an interesting letter are
the hospital bill of Larry included in Abby's booklet,"How to Write Letters for
Butler will be held from 6 All Occasiona." Send $1 and a long, stamped (35
a.m. to 5 p.m. at the cents), self-addressed envelope to: Abby, Letter
Booklet, 12060 Hawthorne Blvd., Suite 5000, HawAmerican Legion Hall.
thorne, Calif. 90250.

•
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SALEM BAPTIST CHURCH
Aug. 1-7
10 A.M. & 7:30 P.M.
Song Leader
vangelist
Rev. Dr. T.T. Crabtree
Bobby Fain
Pastor—First Baptist Church
Springfield, Missouri
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SPECIALS
Lunch Special

Soup Et
Salad

.
239

y_illatinburwr _Plate

KEEP
YOUR
COOL
Help keep your home cooler

Thursday Pizza—
Specials

this
summer by following these tips:
S.close draperies on the sunny side of

Cheese Plus One Item
Produced by Is lilinay-Calloviray Co. Convoimily Theatre
4
11k
,
'‘*
2-9" Pizzas Only $4
"
Ptias Tax
2-12" Pizzas Only.
584Plus Tax
2-16" Pizzas Only $724pi.T.
••
.My 30

Aug 1 six1 Aug 8 76
•••••••••• 111•••••••••••
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HOSPITAL PATIENT
Kathy Hargrove of Murray has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
The shape of things to
come for President Ulysses
S. Grant might have been
symbolized by the first few
hours of his second term.
The day was the coldest inaugural on record. The
temperature hovered around
zero and the champagne and
.ice cream for the .!r_•—1
ball froze solid, as did the
valves of the musicians'
wind instruments.

e_
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your home during the day
• Wear cooler, lightweight clothes
• Turn off unnecessary lights since
they produce heat

West Ky. Rural
Electric Coop. Corp.
I

Mffray-Mayfield

753-5012

BEST COPY

•
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HEALTH

ME

Back is older than her years

1E)

Lawrence E.Lamb,M.D.

been timid to be very effective in stopping bone loss
and may be used in some
cases. Your Os-Cal provides
calcium for you, otherwise I
would recommend sufficient
milk and milk products to be
sure you have a high calcium intake. People with
osteoporosis have an
increased requirement for
dietary calcium to help prevent bone loss.
I am sending you The
Health Letter number 6-10,
Osteoporosis: Bone Softening, which outlines the problem for you. Others who
want this issue can send 75
cents with a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope for
it to me,in care of this newspaper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
City Station, New York, NY
10019.
Exercises are important
but you need to use the right
kind. In your case strengthening the muscles that hold
your back up are important.
Lifting is a no-no. You may
live a normal life span
developing only minimal
changes such as the
dowager's hump that is so
common. Osteoporosis is the
underlying cause of weak
bones in many people who
develop fractures easily
when they get older. If you
enjoy working stay with it
until your doctor advises
otherwise for you.
DEAR DR. LAMB —
What are the chances of a
woman becoming pregnant
during her menstrual period? Doctors differ on this.

DEAR DR LAMB — I am
63 and have had a lot of back
trouble from osteoporosis. I
exercise, which seem to
help. I also take vitamin D,
sodium fluoride and Os-Cal
tablets.
My doctor tells me my
back is much older than my
age. I have a job working for
an insurance firm. When I
get tired it is always in my
back. I'm old enough to
retire but am happier worknever did ask my doctor
what the future holds for me
concerning my back. Do
most patients get bedridden
or have to live in a wheel
chair? I have also been told
there is nothing they can
really do for you. Is this
true? If I knew the truth I
might retire as I don't have
to work.
DEAR READER — As
they age, almost everyone
develops some osteoporosis.
TAis is the gradual loss of
bone tissue with bone calcium. The amount of loss is
what makes the difference.
Anglo-Saxon women, particularly those of small stature,
arp more prone to severe
bane loss than others. Small
Japanese women also have
the problem. This has lead
some investigators to think
the size of the skeleton
portant and that people
S. large skeletons are less
ly to have significant
loss.
• II of the medicines you
tion have been used to
t the problem. Small
•
1, of estrogen have also

'
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c
e
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What is your opinion?
DEAR READER — Very
unlikely but not impossible.
Ovulation occurs 14 days
before the onset of menstruation, plus or minus a couple
of days. If a woman were
grossly irregular, it might
happen. More often there is
some midcycle bleeding in a
few women. This may be
caused by a temporary dip
in the amount of estrogen
being formed. Such midcycle bleeding is NOT menstruation and may occur
near the time of ovulation.
In that case a woman might
get pregnant because she
mistook midcycle bleeding
for her menstrual period. In
general, during the menstrual cycle is the one time that
a woman is least likely to
get pregnant.

Tennis Group C
To Play Tuesday
Group C of the Ladies Tennis of the Murray Country
Club will play on Tuesday,
Aug. 4, at 9:30 a.m. at the
club.
The lineup is as follows:
Court One — Ann Uddberg, Janice Howe, Deanna
Parker, and Annette Alexander.
Court Two— Carol Waller,
Cathy Mattis, Jan Wilson,
and Cathy Young.
Court Three — Renee
Wynn, Margarita Marsden,
Sue McCoart, and Leisa
Faughn.
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j
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Benefit Sale Here
A benefit rummage sale for the hospital fund of Larry
Butler will be held Tuesday, Aug. 4,from 6 a.m. to 5 p.m.
at the American Legion Hall.
Mr. Butler has been undergoing special treatment at
Vanderbilt University Hospital, Nashville, Tenn., (or
some time. He is now home but has to go to Nashville
every two weeks for treatment.

Free Checks Given
Free blood pressure checks will be given from 12 noon to
2 p.m. on Tuesday, Aug. 4, at the Murray Seventh-day
Adventist Church,South 15th and Sycamore Streets, Murray.
This is a free service held its first and third Tuesdays of
the month,according to a church spokesman. '

ATTEND CAMP — A group of 38 fifth and sixt gra • ers orn
ay
nty
spent the week of July 20 to 24 at Camp Currie, one of the f -7—
th ee conservation
education camps operated by the Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources.
The campers, who have all participated in the Department's Conservation
Education Program in the schools, spent the week swimming, boating, and
fishing and also received instruction in boating safety, conservation and safe gun
handling. Names of the Calloway group were not listed by the officials of Camp
Currie.

F
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Everyone Is Invited
To Hear A
Series of Gospel Messages

Almo Church of Christ
PADUCAH PATIENT
Thomas Lyles of Murray
has been dismissed from the
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Recently dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah,
was John Robbins of Murray.

Reunion Planned

Almo, Kentucky
Times
Someday Mondial 11:00 —Ea& Mild 7:30

The 1971 graduating class of Calloway County High
School will have its 10th year reunion on Saturday, Aug.
15, at the Jaycee Building at the Calloway County Jaycee
FairgrOtuids,Highway 121 North.
Reservations for members and their spouses should be
made immediately by calling Marlene Gooch Waldrop at
753-3384 or Debbie Miller Farley at 753-0035.
The 1971 class was composed of 130 persons.

August 2-7, 1981
Speaker:
Jay Lockhart, Sugar Land, Texas

MICHELSON'S
Belair Center Murray, KY
FREE 14 K. GOLD GIFT

Store Wide
Jewelry& Diamond
"Close Out"
2-day,18-hour Caravan
TO OUR 1st 50 CUSTOMERS
EACH DAY!

Tag

micHELSKS
•
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1111111101F
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FIRST TIME EVER IN MURRAY Belair Center

8VALUE PACKED HOURS!

EXTRA SALES PEOPLE ON DUTY!

II

FRIDAY, JULY 31st 1 SATURDAY,AUGUST 1st
,9:00 AM.-6:00 P.M. 9:00 A.M.-6:00 P.M.

MICHELSON JEWELERS

r—

UP TO 60% OFF! CASH, BANK CARDS, OR
*90 DAY NO-INTEREST CHARGE
WE WILL BE CLOSED THURSDAY,acap---02,
JULY 30th TO PREPARE
•
• EVERY LADIES
FOR THIS SALE!
DIAMOND
Jo.
CLUSTER
J•

30%
7-,60%
OFF

MICHELSON
HWEURS

40%
60%
OFF

MICHELSON
JEWELERS

DISCOUNTS
Qt

to TO CHOOSE FROM!

OVER 75 IN

NOTHING HELD BACIq
STORE-WIDE SAVINGS!
EVERY GENTS
DIAMOND RING
A

es,
wirroi

40%
60%
OFF

MICHELSON JEWELERS

MICHELSON
JEWEL/RS

ALL DIAMOND
14 K. GOLD
EARRINGS

C.
PAO*BON
JEWELERS

50%
OFF

MICHELSON

s.

1999

*(90 DAY NO-INTEREST CHARGE
WITH 50% DOWN PAYMEND

MICHELSON'S

BELAIR SHOPPING CENTER MURRAY,KY

go
MICHELSON
JEWELERS

CCPALVDIAMOND
BRIDAL SETS

,J.P JP
fCCP30% to 50%
OFF ALL FAMOUS
NAME BRAND
WATCHES
_SEIKO,CITIZENS,
& PULSAR...FULLY
• GUARANTEED
MICHELSON

JEWELERS

00
MICHELSON
JEWEL/RS

JEWELERS

•IP ,3•,

MICHELSON JEWELERS

CASH OR BANK CARDS

CHAIN

14 K. YELLOW GOLD

50%
OFF

STOCK I
JEWELERS

DIAMOND 14 IC GOLD
EARRINGS 15" SERPENTINE

MICHELSON JEWELERS

-47

—MICHELSON

mo•

EC*
ALL DIAMOND
PENDANTS

OVER 100

I

MICHELSON
JEWELERS
MURRAY,KY

Our Diamond Btlyers and Manufacturing Divisions Have
Accumulated Thousands of Dollars Worth of Discontinued
Styles and Overruns From All 6 of Our Stores!
Now for the First Time, We're Offering Them for Public Sale!

41.

ALL DIAMOND
.SOUTAIRES

110[1

50%
OFF
*EXCLUDING KEEPSAKE

MPOIELSON JEWELERS

00
MICHELSON
!EWE UPS

fC9
ALL 14 K. GOLD
CHAINS &
EARRINGS

50%

00
AINCHf SON
JEWIIIRS

OFF
MICHELSON

JEWELERS
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,
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Thoughts
In Season
By Ken Wolf
The Swiss psychologist Carl Gustav
Jung (1875-1961 ) believed that the goal
of each person ought to be what he
called Individuation. Jung
characterized this as a process "by
which a man becomes at one with his
own individuality, and at the same
time with mankind, with the humanity of which he is a part."
Socrates once said "know thyself."
It was really the same thing.

Washington 11)&1.1
An AP News Analysis
By BARRY SCHWEID
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGI'ON (AP) — America's
special friendship for Israel is under
unprecedented strain following Prime
Minister Menachem Begin's decision
to hit Arab civilian and military
targets with jets bought from the
United States.
In Congress, criticism of Israel's
policies has spread beyond the occasional skeptic. Elsewhere, questions
are being raised even among
American Jewish leaders and activists.
Only President Reagan's direct intercession halted a campaign of condemnation by administration officials.
While the Beirut bombing may not
be a watershed event, Sen. Charles H.
Percy, R-Ill., told The Associated
Press "there is a growing concern
about the trend in Israeli foreign and
military policy. There is a feeling the
Israeli government is taking actions
which are counterproductive to
Israel's own long-term interests and
which are harmful 1rthe U.S. interest
in moving the region toward peace.”
Rabbi Marc Tanenbaurn, national
interreligious affairs director of the
American Jewish Committee,said the
killing otcivilians in Lebanon "leaves
many Jews with a deep sense of horror."
"It simply has to be said that. the
lives of Palestinian children are as
precious to Jews as the lives of Jewish
children," the rabbi said in an inter-

Business Mirror
By JOHN CUNNIFF
AP Business Analyst
NEW YORK ( AP) — By the power
of FAS conviction, i4 his willingfieSSto
compromise on the small issues to
gain something bigger, and because
of grass roots lobbying, Reoald
Reagan has created a landslide again.
In another contest that was supposed to have been close but wasn't, the
President swept aside opposition to
his tax-cut plan and emerged from the
Congressional debate with overwhelmingly favorable votes.
But did he and his pepple do it
alone? No way. He had the help of the
people, of course, and the good sense
to recognize it. And, like good performers in all walks of life, his sense
of timing was superb.
Or is that the way to put it When
historians write of this era of new conservatism, of old economics
presented as new and experimental,
they will probably -say that Reagan
didn't set the clock so much as events
did, and that his role has been to respond when the alarm wait off.
Which is to say that Republican
'
4 Reagan, like Democratic leaders
whose giveaways he said had gotten
the country into an economic mess,is
in the enviable position of being able
to give the people what they want.
In this instance, the people appear
to have declared themselves in favor
of less government, though it means
fewer government services; lower
taxes, though cuts mean fewer social
services; and more control over their
money — to earn it, save it, spend it,
invest it.
It is a vast, and to some old political
hands who thought they had the
lmowhow and the commitment from
the people to do what they thought
best for them, an incomprehensible
change of mind and soul.
What brought it about, according to

view. "It's a deep commitment Jews
have — that every life is sacred."
Tanenbaum, who said Begin will
"feel pressure" from the Jewish community if Beirut is bombed again,said
"The greatest tragedy would be for
the United States to back away from
Israel at this time because it would be
an encouragement to those in the
Arab world_ like President Hussein of
Iraq, who has called on Arab nations
to join in building a bomb to destroy
Israel."
In response to the recent Israeli attack on Beirut, Rep. Paul Findley, RIll. — long sympathetic to Palestinian
concerns — is calling for a suspension Copley Nsws Sgtrviao
of all military shipments to Israel,
while Sen. Richard Lugar, R-Ind., is ernAT
proposing a moratorium on U.S. arms
to Israel and friendly Arab countries
alike.
The cease-fire in southern Lebanon,
arranged by presidential envoy Philip
Habib, has blunted some of the
criticism. Taking their cue from
Reagan, some administration ofThe Calloway County Schools will
ficials are now focusing attention on a
open on Aug. 23, according to William
need to promote a durable settlement B. Miller, superintendent. This inrather than on what Begin has cludes Calloway County High School
already done.
and the six elementary centers at
But frustration with Begin _ runs Almo, Faxon, Hazel, Kirksey, Lynn
deep.
'Grove,and New Concord.
Our commitments are not to Mr.
,Deaths reported include Marvin
Begin but to the nation he Holland.
represents," Deputy Secretary of
Airman James M. Carter, son of
State William Clark said before
Reagan ordered an end to the personal attacks, in which Defense
Secretary Caspar W. Weinberger had
Capt. John I. Hudson, USMCFt, of
joined.
Murray is pictured in the cockpit of a
jet fighter at the Marine Corps Auxiliary Air Station, Yuma, Ariz. He is a
41,1011N 'N.NIFF- pilot with the Marine Fighter
Squadron 221 which concluded active
the popular version, is the failure duty training maneuvers there.
through excess of the big-government
Mrs. James Witherspoon was the
policies that began in the 1930s, when
winner of .the grand prize of one
the private sector was helpless to do
week's vacation for four at Miami,
much for itself.,
Those policies grew slowly for three
decades, and then became bloated in
the 1960s and 1970s, finally exploding
The Calloway County Heart
before the latter decade was out with Association was
organized yesterday
a splash of red ink that coated people at the library of
the Murray Hospital.
with anger and fear.
Officers elected were Dr. Hugh
President Reagan crystalized the Houston, Dr. J. A.
Outland, Mrs. Ed
people's thinking,and benefitted from Diuguid, Jr., H. Glenn
Doran, and E.
it too. But now he needs to show that J. Walkup.
the strong motivations behind cost
Birtha reported include a boy to Mr.
cutting and tax cutting can be and Mfs. Jewell Jones,
July 28, a girl
translated into a better life for all.
to Mr. and Mrs. Toy Lee Barnett, July
There is a widespread feeling that 28, and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Leon
positive results will automatically Henry,July29.
flow from smaller budgets, reduced
deficits and lower taxes. The idea is
that money denied to the unproductve government and left instead with
individuals, will flow into savings accounts and investments. It will be usSixteen men left July 30 for a year's
ed t create more goods and services training in the Armed Forces, accorat lower unit prices,thus undermining ding to Mrs. Mary Neale, clerk of
inflation. Or so it is often said by op- Local Board No. 10 of the Selective
timists.
Service. They include Lyman EdWhat really will happen is less cer- mond Reeder, Albert V. Hughes,
tain. There may be recession first. Floyd Edward Scott, Dan Bernard
There will be pain because of lost Banks, James Elbert McClain,
government services.
Charles J. Williams, Sidney Mason
But unless applied economics is Berkley, Reuben Dale Parker, T. J.
totally without basis, there is a Wilkerson, Roy R. Bolen, Wayne J.
likelihood that results will be positive Flora, Herbert Thurman, C. W. Pool,
— that is, that the economy will be Richard Evans, L. David Flora, and
stronger and that the benefits will be Thomas M. Davidson.
shared widely.
Deaths reported include Mrs.
By President Reagan, among Margaret Griffith Norton,45.
others
Calloway County will march to the
polls on Aug. 1 to once again proclaim
its choice for officials of the city and
county.
For there Is no respect of persons
Murray State College will open for
with God. Romans 2:11
God does not hold one person
its 19th year of service to West Kenhigher than another. God is concerntucky and surrounding states on Sept.
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Looking Back

10 Years Ago

Mrs. Eris C. Carter of Murray Route and Mrs. Gary Wilson, July 27; a girl
6, has completed basic training at to Mr. and Mrs. David Downs,July 29,
Lackland AFB, Texas, and has been and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Dorse
Croley, July 29.
assigned to Sheppard AFB,Texas.
Dr. Charles H. Tolley, son of Mr.
Randy Oliver struck out 16 Paducah
and Mrs. Bryan Tolley of Murray, has
been appointed director of the Higher Chiefs' batters yesterday as Murray
Education Program at Murray State won the American Legion First
District Baseball Tourrunent at Ty
University.
Births reported include a boy to Mr. Holland Field, Murray.

20 Years Ago

Fla., given at opening of Rowland's
Refrigeration Sales and Service here.
The Calloway County Homemakers
Club Advisory Council set Oct. 27 for
the annual day program to be held at
the Murray Woman's Club House, according to Mrs. W. A. Ladd, Jr., president.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and Mrs,
Wayne Black, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.

30 Years Ago

The annual Farley reunion will be
held Aug. Sat the Murray City Park.
The Murray Little League All-Stars
lost to Milan, Tenn., in the baseball
tournament played at Paris, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Gholson left today for a three weeks vacation in
Canada and Niagara Falls, N. Y.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"Sealed Cargo" starring Dana Andrews, Carla Balenda, and Claude
Rains.

40 Years Ago

l'Irought

ed whether that individual has receivedjesus Christ as his very own

oersogirSaviour.

22, according to Dr. James H. Richmond, president.
Otis Lovins, Calloway Circuit Court
Clerk, said that approximately 1,348
citizens have already secured their
1941-42 drivers licenses. They expired
on July 31.
Marriages announced this week include Euple Edwards to Joe Pat
Ward.
Births reported this week include a
boy to Mr.and Mrs. Adon Williams.
The Murray High School Band,
directed by Harlan K. Inglis, will give
a concert on Aug. 4 at the high school
stadium.
r. and Mrs. J. E. Littleton have
left for the market at St. Louis, Mo.
Round or sirloin steak is listed at 35
cents per pound at Kroger this week.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"Billy The Kid" starring Robert
Taylor and Brian Donlevy.

50 Years Ago
County and city voters of the July 25.
Glen Jeffrey of Murray is the
Democratic party will go to the polls
today to choose nominees for state leading hitter for the baseball team at
senator, representative in the 1932 Murray State Teachers College.
The 35 piece band of Murray Traingeneral assembly, railroad commising
School, directed by Prof. Jack
sioner,and city council.
Deaths reported this week include Dameron, gave a free concert on July
Milton Imes Hopkins,23, who was kill- 30 from the band stand in the
ed by a street car in Detroit, Mich., on Calloway County Courthouse yard.
The Bisbee-Owens Big Tent Show
July 12. He was formerly from Almo. will open on Aug. 3for one week's runThe Calloway County Tobacco
Marketing Committee. met July 28 ning in Murray. Adrnisson will be 10
and made plans to start a campaign to and scents.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is
organize farmers of the county into a
tobacco marketing organization. "The Devil To Pay" starring Ronald
Committee members present were Colman and Loretta Young.
Charles Clark of Kirksey, W. H. Finney of Murray, Keys Futrell of Almo,
and Clarence Stubblefield of New Concord.
-. Calloway Circuit Court will open on
Aug. 3 with Judge Ira D. Smith of
Hopokinsville presiding and Commonwealth Attorney John T. King
representing the state.
The Four County Medical Association composed of doctors from
Calloway, Graves, Hickman, and
Fulton counties, met July 30 at Wells
Hall, Murray State Teachers College.
Officers are 2r. Horace Luton of
Fulton, Dr. B. if. Keys of Murray,and
Dr. H. H. Hunt of Mayfield. •
Births reported this week include a
girl to the Rev. and Mrs. W. L. Ensor,
Jut!
,77,-11.bOy to Mr. and Mrs.-Vernon
Phillips, July 15, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. D. F. Passmore, July 25, and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Miller,
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Bruce Garland, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Tommy Lee.
Cynthia Jo Thornton was honored at
a party on her third birthday on July
12 given by her mother, Mrs. Joe Pat
Thornton.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Collie have
returned home after visiting friends
in Topeka, Kansas.

By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, Aug. 1, the 214th
day of 1980. There are 152 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Aug. 1, 1914, Germany declared
war on Russia at the outbreak of
World War I.
On this date:
In 1502, Italian explorer Christopher
Columbus landed in what is now Honduras.
In 1790, the first United States census was taken.
In 1876, Colorado was admitted to
the union as the 38th state.
And in 1944, uprisings broke out in
Warsaw,Poland.
Ten years ago: The defense department announced a pull-out of almost
3,000 U.S. troops from Vietnam.
Five years ago: A flash flood at Colorado's Big Thompson canyon, 50
miles north of Denver, drowned about
140 people in a recreation area.
One year ago: President Jimmy
Carter's brother Billy reversed
himself and said he had been given a
state department cable regarding his
1978 trip to Libya.
Today's birthdays: French fashion
designer Yves St. Laurent is 45 years
old.
Thought for today: Know the true
value of time—Snatch, seize and enjoy every moment of it. — Lord
Chesterfield, English statesman
(1694-1773)
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Echoes From The Past By Judy Maupin
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History Of Calloway County
I had a request last week for a short Marshall County. The town of Murray
history of the various counties of the was then established, adjoining the
Jackson Purchase, so I will try to village of Pleasant Hill, which is now
oblige. We will start at the starting nonexistent, but which was located
point, that is, with Calloway County, just off Highway 641 north of Murray.
since this is what most of us call
Murray was named for the
home.
Honorable Thomas L. Murray, a
Calloway County was the 72nd coun- leading lawyer in Western Kentucky.
ty to be formed in the Commonwealth. The county was also divided into six
It covers an area of 395 square miles, voting districts: Number 1, Murray;
which is 252,800 acres. Its boundaries Number 2, New Concord; Number 3,are: Marshall County on the north, Liberty and Shiloh; Number 4,
the Tennessee River, now Kentucky Brinkley (does anyone know where
Lake, on the east, the state of Ten- that is, or what happened to it?);
nessee on the south, and Graves Coun- Number 5, Swans; and Number 6,
ty on the west.
Wadesboro.
The principal streams of the county
The first newspaper in the county
are the east and west forks of Clarks was The General Baptist Banner,
River and, of course Blood River. At established at Murray in 1857 by John
one time, Blood River was a rather Elliott. Over the years, there have
sluggish stream with many been numerous other papers. The
tributaries, except during the flooding earliest preacher in the county was
season; now it is considered a branch Elder Absalom Copeland, who foundof Kentucky Lake.
ed Old Salem Church about 1832.
Most of the settlers who came to
During the Civil War, most of the
Calloway County came from Virginia citizens of Calloway County were
and North and South Carolina, by way southern sympathizers. Not being in
of the Tennessee and Cumberland the direct path of battle, the county
Rivers. The land in the east where was not the scene of any major batthese settlers had formerly lived had tles, although there were a few skirgradually been worn out by repeated mishes within its boundaries. It was,
crops of cotton and tobacco, and peo- however, the scene of much guerilla
ple were anxious to move on to richer activity, the old river town of
farmland. In spite of its hills and Newburg being the scene of most.
rocks, Calloway County also had This subject alone would fill a column
much fertile land, especially along the or more.
river bottoms.
About 800 native Calloway ColinIn the early days of the county, corn bans served in the southern army.
was the principal crop, being con- Company H,Third Kentucky Infantry
sidered by the pioneers the staff of was organized here shortly after the
life. There was also much good war broke out; it marched.off to war
timberland here, and a generous in April, 1861, led by Captain G.A.C.
variety of wildlife which could be Holt.
counted on for subsistence.
The following towns or settlements
Calloway County was named for have been formed within the county's
Colonel Richard Calloway, who had boundaries, although few of them still
moved to Kentucky in 1776. He was flourish: New Concord, Pleasant Hill
quite active in early Kentucky or Pool Town, Calloway Town,
politics, served as one of the Crossland, Shiloh, New Providence,
surveyors for the town of Boonesboro,-- Cold Water, Backusburg, Hico-,- and
And would most likely have continued Newburg.
.. to play an active part had he not been
This is admittedly a brief history of
killed before he had an opportunity.
Calloway County, hitting only the high
The first settlers of Calloway Coun- points. Next week, we will take a look
ty, according to Collins, were James at Marshall County.
Stewart and David Jones. They had
settled here about 1818, coming from
Caldwell County and farming about a
Miirray Ledger & Times
mile east of the then-county seat of
USP5306-700
Wadesboro. Another early settler was Publisher
Walter I.. Apperson
R Gene MeCutcheon
Banester Wade, who came here about Editor
The Murray Ledger & Times is published
the same time, and for whome the every
afternoon except Sundays, July 4.
town of Wadesboro was named.
Christmas Day, New Years Day and Thanksgiving
by
Murray
Newspapers, Inc , 11 N 4th St.
In 1822, a land office was opened at
Murray, Ky 42071 Second Class Postage Paid at
Wadesboro, with land selling for $1.00 Murray, Ky 42071
per acre, although the price was
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by
earners. $3.25 per month, payable in advance
reduced in 1827 to
By owl in Calloway County and to Benton. HarOriginally, in 1821, Calloway County din, Mayfield. Sedalia and Farmington, Ky and
encompassed its present boundaries Faris, Buchanan and Puryaar, Tn.. $24.50 per
By mail to other destinations, $39.50 per
plus those of Marshall County. year
year
Wadesboro was named the county
Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Pram
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
seat and a courthouse and jail were
Association
erected when the town was laid out.
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to
local news originated by The Murray
republish
By 1817, a movement was afoot to
Ledger & Times as well as all other AP news
divide the county.In February,1842,a
!
1.1 7,-5ailONIE NUMBERS
bill was passed to form Marshall
Business Office
753-1916
753-1116
County from about half of the county. Classified Advertising
753-1119
Retail Display) Advertising
The next step was to relocate the
Circulation
753-11116
county seat, which was by that time in
News and Sports DaM
753-1916
•
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Stock Market
Registers No
Response To Tax
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By CHET CURRIER
AP Business Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — The
stock market so far has
registered no dramatic
response to President
Reagan's victory in Congress on his tax proposals.
But many analysts believe
I Yk
the tax bill headed for
Reagan's signature in the
next few days will have major repercussions in the investment world for a long
time to come.
It means, for one thing,
that after the long debate
over the merits of so-called
"supply-side economics,"
the policies advocated by
Reagan and his economic
advisers will at last be put to
the test of experience.
Even more important, in
the eyes of some observers,
it means that the rules under
which capital is created,
distributed and rewarded in
'the nation's economic
system will be greatly
changed.
In the past week, the Dow
Jones average of 30 industrials rose 15.60 to 952.34,
recovering . only part of the
previous .week's 22.16-point
loss.
The New York Stock Exchange composite index
gained 1.35 to 75.95, while the
American Stock Exchange
market value index slipped
.75 to 361.97.
Big Board volume set its

slowest pace since early
February, averaging 40.(*
million shares a day against
43.14 million the week
before.
The market's sluggish
behavior was ascribed to a
variety of concerns, some of
them directly linked to
elements of the Reagan plan,
GIFT CERTIFICATE WINNER — Jeff
Durham, center, of
others more remote.
Route 2, Murray, was the $100 gift
certificate winner at
Warnings persist among Dennison-Hunt's recent seventh anniversary sale. With
financial experts that Denham are owners Eddie Hunt, left, and E. W. DenReagan's tax-cutting ap- nison, right. Thirty other persons won gift certificates
proach involves some big ranging from $10 to $50.
risks. If it fails to live up to
its advance billing as a
stimulus to investment, productivity and prosperity, the
skeptics say,it could wind up
aggravating, rather than
Jeff Durham, Route 2, Robert Mast.
relieving, inflation in this Murray, was
the $100 gift
Those winning $20 Cercountry.
certificate winner at tificates were
Tammy
Interest rates, meanwhile, Dennison-Hunt
Sporting Wagner, Terri Roberts, Debremain at lofty levels, and Goods' recent seventh
an- bie Key, Mrs. Joe Pat Bland,
Wall Street is in the throes of niversary sale, according
to Joy Waldrop, Terri Burkeen,
a recession scare as well.
owners E. W. Dennison and Jimmy West,
Jamey
But analysts also say it is Eddie Hunt.
McMillen, Trina Ross and
hard to overestimate the imThirty other persons won Wade Smith.
portance of the reshaped tax
Winners of $25 certificates
structure for capital gains, gift certificates during the
were
Matt Jennings, Jill
celebration.
dividends, interest income,
Johnson,
Jared White,
gifts and bequests, and
Winners of $10 gift cer- Caroline Schoenfeldt
, Mark
retirement plans.
tificates were Bob Anderson, Boggess, Kim
Erwin,
Lee
The reduction of the max- Bolitiy Miles, Carroll Edimum tax on investment in-t war, David Randolph, Holcomb and Carol Mccome from 70 percent to 50 Laurie Morgan, Darin Lof- Clard.
Brian Harrison and Janice
percent, and with it- the tis, Ann Taylor, -7K 1-.4
2re4
lowering of the top rate on Postel, Joey Rexroat and McClard won the two $50 gift
certificates.
long-term capital gains from
28 to 20 percent, is a "major
plus," in the view. of analysts
at Kidder,Peabody &Co.

Durham Wins $100 At
-Dennison-Hunt Drawing

Car
Insurance
Shield for you too

I've Got
The Shield

DAN

1111

SEE

DAN McNUTT
522 W. MAIN
OLD NATIONAL HOTE1 B1DG)

753-0445
Glenda Anderson
Formerly MIA

Secretory

SHELTER INSURANCE
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NEW YORK (AP) — The
United States is about to embark on its first Major
change in economic policy in
50 years, trying aa untested
theory aimed at reviving the
economy while holding down
inflation and interest rates.
The major stumbling
block to putting President
Reagan's economic program
together, the largest tax cut
in history, sailed through the
House and Senate this past
week. Some differences
between the House and
Senate versions must still be
resolved, however.
But if all goes as expected,
Reagan will have all the ammunition he asked for in his
fight to rebuild the economy:
a three-year tax cut, a curb
in the growth of federal spending, relaxation of federal
regulations of business and a
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Bank of Murray ;
• •
offer our

Congratulations
to

Federal Reserve Board
devoted to monetary
restraint.
"We are making progress.
And if we keep working
together, we can reach that
new era of prosperity we all
want," the president says.
Will the prescription for
economic recovery be a success?
"We don't know," says
John 0. Wilson, senior vice
president and director of
economic policy research at
the Bank of America. "This
has never been tried
before."
And the White House promised no quick fix to the nation's economic ills, with
spokesman David Gergen
saying the economy would
not "turn around on a dime."
Since Depression days, the
government has fought
unemployment by increasing spending and cutting taxes, and has fought inflation
by reducing federal spending. But the combination of
high levels of both inflation
and unemployment that
began in the 1970s has
thwarted that strategy.
Reagan has embraced
supply-side economics, seeking to design reductions in
tax rates that would
stimulate investment, savings and productivity, and
accompany that with a curb
in federal spending, govern-

ment regulations and
monetary growth to keep inflation in check.
The tax-cut plan encountered the greatest
resistance. There are fears
that reduced federal
revenues, coupled with increased military spending,
will add to the federal
deficit, increasing pressure
on inflation and high interest
rates. There are also questions as to how consumers
will use the tax savings,
scheduled to begin Oct. 1. •
The tax cut will be implemented at a time when
many economists believe the
economy will be recovering
from its current slump.
"To think (consumers)
will save when a lot of them
are now using savings to live
on is more of a dream and a
hope than a reality," says
Albert E. Sindlinger, whose
Sindlinger & Co. Inc.
samples public opinion and
makes economic forecasts.
"I'm afraid a lot of it ( the
tax cut) will go to pay bills."
Jeffrey B. Edleman, a
retail industry analyst at the
investment firm of Dean
Witter Reynolds Inc., says
the tax cut will help
Christmas sales, the biggest
contributor to retail profits.,
But he says the tax cut will
provide retailers only with
"a modest plus, not a significant change."
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Jeff Durham
Shannon Farley
Ronald & Joyce
Sallin

YOU'LL FIND
SMALL HANDS IN
.SMALL PLACES

-

Chances are you can get more
insurance protection for your auto
and home insurance dollar with
PCP—Personal Comprehensive
Protection—the special insurance
policy from The Continental

insurameCompanies.
PCP gives you comprehensiye
coverage for your home,car, personal property and liability in a
single convenient policy. You get a
single, high limit for liability—on
claims arising from your home or
car ownership or your personal
activities You get a single, high
limit on losses to your home,
garage and household furnishings.
You get automatic inflation coverage for your home—to keep up
with rising rebuilding costs. You get
full replacement cost protection—
with no depreciation—for your
home, and in most cases, for your
personal property
We believe PCP is one of the
best insurance values available

if

I
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So, if you own a home and a
car, find out how PCP can give you
more protection for your insurance
dollar Stop in and see us, or give
us a call today

Representing

206 Main, Murray
751.3415

The Coniir' venialInsurance Companies
et,

Kids are very curious
and electrical wall outlets are easily accessible to youngsters. Prevent
an accident. Put electrical receptacle covers over
the outlets. Keep curious fingers out of harm's way.

today its convenient. It's complete
And, it offers options to meet your
special needs.

Holton, Melugin & Haverstock
Insurance Agency,Inc.
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Ronald E. Sallin will
become the new franchise
owner of the Murray Sirloin
2
— 41
Stockade Aug. 3.
IIIIC
ALS
The restaurant, located on
MOM ITOS
IOCISAT
U.S. 641 South, will continue
, II AN TO 41011
to serve steaks, shrimp,
sandwiches, German
sausages and chicken filets.
Sallin formerly was a
supervisor and zone
manager for Sirloin
Stockade. He said that he
and his wife, Joyce, came to
Murray because they were
felt the area was a nice place
to raise their three children.
NEW FRANCHISE OWNER — Ronald Sallin will become the new
franchise
The restaurant has a party owner of Sirloin Stockade
Aug. 3. He and his wife, Joyce, invite everyone to
room which can hold up to 70 come
to the restaurant to meet them.
people.
Hours are from 11 a.m. to 9
p.m. Sunday through
Thursday and 11 a.m. to 10
p.m. Friday and Saturday. A
We at the
lunch special is held from 11
a.m. to 4 p.m. and other
specials are offered daily.
The restaurant also cuts
meat daily. Sallin said he
buys boxed sirloin. He added
that they later may begin to
cut ribeyes.
General manager of the
restaurant
is
Ray
Weihrouch.
Assistant
general managers are Pat
Holland and. Dewayne
Harper.
Ron and Joyce invite
everyone to come in, meet
them and have a meal.

U.S. About To Embark On
Change In Economic Policy

There's a

SHIELD
OF
SHELTER

Sirloin
Has New
Ownership

subsidences of The Continental Corpfeation

t
DOLLHOUSE WINNER — Shannon Farley, 6-year-old
daughter of Mrs. Diane Darnell and Dickie Farley, was
the winner of the Century 21 dollhouse at the recent
Murray-Calloway County Jaycee Fair. Miss, Farley is
shown holding the famaiar Century 21 "Sold" sign
which goes with the dollhouse. The dollhouse,'made
of mahogany, has realrd000t and windows on hingesand "glass" windows. The Century 21 house, featured
In advertisements nationwide for the No. 1 real estate
seller in America, was given by Century 21 Loretta
Jobs, Realtors.
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Paducah Tilghman Students Earn Money In Summer School
PADUCAH, Ky. ( AP)
Seventeen-year-old Mark
Cooper said his family thinks
1' he is lazy. And Robert Shy,
- also 17, said his friends think
he's not earning his money.
; While Shy said he wasn't
• joking about his friends,
Cooper said his family thinks
"it's great that I can learn
and get paid at the same
time."
But both of the Paducah
Tilghman- 'High School
• seniors said they don't care
what others have said.
They have been paid to attend school the last two summers and they say you can't
beat that.
Shy, Cooper and about 25
other high school seniors
have just completed their second summer of the Summer
• Science Student Program.
The program is one of
seven projects nationwide
sponsored by the ALS;
Department of Energy. With
a budget of nearly $100,000,
the local program was administered by Union Carbide

empioyees — punching a
time clock and having their
pay docked when they were
late or absent. Students were
paid minimum wage and
when they "worked" more
than their scheduled six
hours a day, they were paid
overtime.
Students
experienced
"gigantic growth in things
you can't measure," such as
their ability to communicate, self-confidence
and attitudes, said Charles
A. Cissell, Tilghman science
department chairman and

they could. be because of
class size (about 30 students
per teacher). They didn't
have the self-confidence to
speak up and their silence
kept them from being successful," Cissell explained.
To be accepted for the program, students had to
qualify both academically
and economically. Local officials of CETA — the
government employment
training program — screened applicants to determine
their economic eligibility.
Program supervisor and

Tilghman principal Dr. Jim
Jackson said CETA was so
impressed with the program
last year, it funded a similar
program this summer for
juniors.
Their program, based on a
$57,000 grant, was limited to
one six-week program.
Since it was not funded by
the energy department, the
program was not limited to a
study of energy, Cissell said.
The juniors studied environmental improvement in
a similar schedule of
academic classes in the mor-

ning and other activities in
the afternoon.
School officials said that
the two programs offered
many advantages to the
community.
For example, about 60
students earned $60,500 in
summer jobs and six
teachers, two counselors, a
secretary and a bus driver
were paid by the program.
"I think it's significant
that the programs pumped
$157,000 into the community," Cissell said.
But Jackson said the pro-

grain had more .than an
economic impact. "It had
more people involved with
the education of our kids,"
he said.
Although the programs
are not expected to be refunded with government
grants, Jackson said he
hopes they have stirred an
interest among area industries for future programs.
With the study focused on
industry-related subjects,
many of the students expressed interest in technical

Open Daily 9-9
Sundays 12-8

K mart ADVERTISED
MERCHANDISE POLICY

rim•=11 mr---

pRicEBREAKERs

Our term intention is to have every &dyertoed item in stock on our shelves It an
advertised item is riot available kg purchase due to any untOreeeen reason.
K mart will issue a Rain Check on request
tor the merchandise (one item or reasonable family quantity) to be purchased at the
sate price whenever available or will sell
you a comparable quality item at a comparable reduction in price

The Saving Place -

SUNDAY

careers — a boost to future
employment for area plants,
Jackson said.
If a single plant cannot
pick up the program next
year, Jackson indicated he
has several ideas for equally
beneficial programs.
He said a plant might offer
a shorter program at its
facility for a few top students
— such as a chemical plant
attracting
chemistry
students — or it could even
get the involvement of top
students from several area
schools.
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It included six 30-hour
t:litudy weeks each summer,
:geared to energy awareness.
•
Students spent their mornings studying science,
mathematics and English.
And their afternoons were
spent listening to guest
speakers from local industry, visiting area industries and colleges and
working with counselors on
self-esteem.
They were treated like

3 Days Only
POLAROID
Our Reg. 7.96

Misses'
Fall Tops
Stripes, solid
colors, Vanesty of fabrics.

Prince Takes Plane
Controls To Fly
.Bride To Gibraltar
SOUTILAMPTQ/1,
*7-.England (AP) — Prince
• -Charles took the controls of a
▪ red, white and blue plane today to fly his bride, Diana; to
Gibraltar • for the setond
...Stage of their honeymoon, a
▪ two-week Mediterranean
cruise aboard the royal
:.yacht Britannia.
' As the royal couple disappeared into the aircraft, the
new Princess of Wales turn..pd back to wave and give
Illaoto.graphers another view
• (A her white and turquoise
print silk dreas. Her white
. coat was slung casually over
:her shoulder.
Charles, an experienced
pilot, waved from the con,: trols as he taxied the turboprop aircraft to the end of
the runway at Eastleigh airport. Officials said the plane
, would refuel in Portugal and
the prince would pilot the
plane for most of the 1,000mile journey, including the
; tricky landing on Gibraltar.
Earlier_ today, the couple
emerged smiling and waving
;:from their secluded
hideaway at the Broadlands
estate, where about 3,000
.;spectators waited in a fight
::drizzle to catch a glimpse of
the prince and his wife as
they left the well-guarded
mansion.
The four-car procession to
the airport slowed to almost
::a halt in villages along the
-;eight-mile drive to give
▪ cheering villager a better
view of the future king and
:::queen in a black, glass::fbpped Rolls Royce.
Meanwhile, the 27,000 in:- habitants of the tiny British
:crown colony of Gibraltar
were busy setting up a royal •
• welcome and parade with all
::the pageantry.
Residents spruced up the
;:streets, portraits of the cou;:ple adorned shop windows
::and British flags and bunting
::tin g in the main street that
%the Prince. and Princess of
::Wales will ride through dur:Zing their hour and 40-minute
;:stay on the peninsula.
"It will be the biggest
:,;show since Charles was here
::with his mother when he was
::4-years-old," said resident
Danino Wall, recall.;Ing Queen Elizabeth
:
1954
-;visit to Gibraltar.
.
▪ Shopkeepers were handl:ing a booming souvenir
:business Friday, selling
.-cakes With pictures of the
:
:couple on the frosting and Tshirts emblazoned in red,
:white and blue and reading
..;:"Great Britain." There were
ree chocolate bars for
hildren and a sign near the
-,lberth of the yacht that will
*lake the• couple on a two:week cruise that -said,
:','Welcome Charles. and

summer program director.
Some of them Unproved
their grades during the last
school year, following one
summer of the program and
many have set career goals
in science-related fields,
Cissell added.
"We did everything we
could to make the study nontraditional to capitalize on
enrichment." he said.
Classes were limited to 10
students per teacher. "Many of these students
had not been as successful in
the traditional classroom as
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Fiberboard Storage Chests Choice Of Fun Size Candies Polaroid OneStep° Camera
All-purpose chests in woodgrain. Underbed chest in woodgrain. Save.

Milk chodelat.! Milky Way or 3 Musketeers'
Snickers? the greatest name in peanut candy!
Net WI

Fits in palm of hand. Never needs batteries. With Time-Zeroe Supercolor SX-70 film.

Moulded-In Handle

DEVELOP AND PINNT
odocolor II'Woe •
Color Print Films
up to

12-Exp. 1.87
up to

20-Exp.3.17
Suntone f/M
Mist-tone M/T

up to

3 Days Only

lA

Bdl.
Our 2.17
6 Terry Washcloths
Absorbent cotton/polyester. White and colors.

24-Exp.3.47
up to .
36-Exp.5.57

Tqke-with
Steam And Dry Iron
25 vents, centered cord,
contour handle. Save.

Save! Black/White TV
Solid state, 'pre-set fine
tuning, carrying handle.

Regular,
Citrus,
Floral
1.44
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88C0u1 1.28-1.48
Ziploc* Storage Bags
25-ct. quart-size or 20-ct.
gallon site. Clear -plastic.

Price
64-ox.• Final TouchFabric softener. With bluina for whiteness Save.
'NT&

1.07

Jar
Sale Price
Vlasle Dill Pickles
Fresh Pack crisp Kosher or Polish dills. 46-oz.'

'Net vet

estea

Foam
Cups

1.44

20 oz
Size

Loy'My Carpet
Rug Et Room
Deodorizer

iced tea mix
at a real cool
Kmart price

10 Pockets
Per Box

Box of 10
envelopes

Iced Olsen*
.•••••—•

1.00

Sugar and lemon flavored

or— lir

'"Gibt‘ltar is 100 percent
ritish," said resident
oseph Chipolina.
Net

t

THE SAVING PL ACE

700 U.S. Highway 641 h. Wart. K
Rt. 7 Sedalia Rd. Mayfield, Ky.
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Good Luck
in
Louisville
Murray All Stars

'ea
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Little League All Stars — Murray's all star team will
travel to Louisville Sunday to play in the state tournament Monday, August 3rd. Murray's opponent
will be announced Sunday afternoon, the team
members are: (front row from left) Shawn Kelly,
Greg Futrell, John McMillen, Eric Grogan, Chip
Adkins, Chuck Baker,(second row from left) Tony
Robinson, Mark Miller, Chris Padgett, Mike Garland,
Rodney Skinner, Alan cothran, Ed Hendon and (not
pictured)Jimmy Baker. Coaches are(back row from
left) Linday Suiter, William Vance and manager Danny Garland.

This page made possible by these supporting firms
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Good Luck
from
Al Zimmerman

You're Safe
With Us...

a

Jones Landscaping
"Continuous Family Service Since 1886-

95 Years Of Service

J.H. Churchill
Funeral Nome
201 S. 3rd

Timmy Wallter4waar

753.2411

At Five Points
We're Proud of You Boys

A

RENHOLM'S
Restaurant

Mon.-Sat. 8-5 Sun. 1Phone
753-1725
407 N. 12th St.
Murray, Ky.

Feauring Home Style Cooking At
Reasonable Prices

0
0111/
Did You Know

1206 Chestnut Now Open T319:00 p.m. 751-2997

Good Luck
In
Louisville
Boys

We Have Free,
Fast Delivery
Plus

We're Proud Of You!

West Ky.
Rural Electric
Coop. Corp.
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OA Oen VI — 111111111rAwn 1P111

*15% Cash Discount On
Prescriptions
*Complete Insurance & Tax
Records
*Emergency Service Provided

Murray-Mayfield

maw Ceassed Ud.7113.1323

Nit A Home Run
with

753-5012

Hendon's
Service
Station
200 4tb St.

KOPI
REALTYRUD
753-1222

homes FOR LIV1111G•

*OF

Cousgratelotiosts
?MN

ry AVAILABLE

753-1921

NOW OFFERS

Full Auto Repairs
And Service
'Tune-Up'
•Brakes•Shocks•
AN General
Auto Repair

Good
Luck
Boys

8trideRites
Make Your Mark In
All Sorts
Of Sports
Good Luck

8trideRite

Storey's
FOOD
GIANT
Bel Air Shopping Center

Shot,
h Skire
Soulhude 'Nano,Shoppmg

Why should you pay
auto insurance rates
like as urban commuter?
Most of the time former-owned cars and trucks ore on roods thot never
see a traffic jom The farmers risk of occident or ingury is for less than

the city driver's
If you wont your outo insurance rates to reflect where you drive tofk to
your Farm Bureau Insurance Agent.
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With Players'Strike
Over, Fan Confidence
Is Big Sports Concern
By EDWARD MILLER
Associated Press Writer
The nation's major league
baseball fans now get their
chance to return to the
bleachers for beer and boos
or take a swat at the national
pastime by refusing to leave
home.
The first strike ever to hit
the summer game in the
middle of sunnier lasted 50
days and players and owners
wonder if the kids — young
and old alike — who pay
their way through the turnstiles of Comiskey Park and
the Astrodome will come
back in large numbers.
There are no pinch-hitters
for the paying public.
"We'll do everything we
can to restore fan confidence," said Ray Grebey,
the lawyer who was the chief
negotiator for the owners of
the 26 American and National league teams during
the players' strike. Grebey
said the accord was "a victory for nobody and it's a
loss for nobody."
That appraisal was not
shared by John Proscio, an
accountant from Ridgefield,
Conn., who said -fans were
hurt, vendors and related
businessmen."
"I have been a baseball
fan all my life, but I'm not
any more. The strike was
ridiculous. ... I'm for boycotting the remainder of the
season."
The contract accord that
ended the walkout calls for
games to resume Aug. 10,

tt-- •

.•••

one day after the All-Star would comprise the second
game in Cleveland, which half, and winners of the
was supposed to have been halves would meet in
played July 14. That will playoffs. League winners
leave 711 games unplayed, would meet in the World
more than one-third of the Series, as usual.
season.
That would make the New
"I think the fans should go York Yankees and Oakland
on strike for the rest of the A's first-half winners in the
year," said St. Paul, Minn. American League and the
taxidriver Jim Rychlicki. defending World Series
"We've got football now — champion
Philadelphia
who needs'em?"
Phillies and Los Angeles
Apologies for what com- Dodgers in the National
mentators were prepared to League.
call the year without a sumThe settlement was anmer came from both sides of nounced early Friday in New
the bargaining table.
York. The biggest issue was
"We've got a lot of work to compensation for teams who
do to win back our credibility lose a free agent — players
with the fans," said Bob who put themselves on the
Lurie, owner of the San auction block to the highest
Francisco Giants. Lenny bidder after their contracts
Randle, who will resume run out. The arrangement
playing third base for the has pushed salaries for
Seattle Mariners, said of the many players into the
fans: "I think we owe them millions of dollars.
an apology."
Under the accord, teams
The crack of the bat will be
losing a top free agent can
heard this afternoon in many
look around the leagues and
parks as the players return
pick a player from another
for workouts. The strike
team to replace him.
issues, which seemed at
However, each team would
times to get more tangled
be allowed to protect 24 to 26
than most industrial labor
players and only those left
disputes, baffled many fans.
over would be fair game.
The scheduling for the remainder of the season may
Al Rosen, owner of the
be no easier to decipher.
Ballston Astros, hopes the
Each league has two divi- settlement brings back
sions. The club owners meet stature as well as attendence
Tuesday to decide whether to a game that "is bigger
to declare the clubs leading than any of us.
those divisions at the start of
-It's time to get the boys of
the strike June 12 the win- summer back on the field
ners of the season's first because that is where they
half. The remaining games belong."

orts

"Red" Badgro will join the ming so well during the
Hall of Fame in pre-game regular season that he
ceremonies on the steps of became the NFL's Most
thexall, which is next door to Valuable Player.
the stadium. Their induction
Rutigliano expects to play
will increase the Hall of Sipe for two quarters, with
Fame's membership to 110. seldom-used backup Paul
Cleveland won the rugged McDonald working the rest
American Football Con- of the time at quarterback.
ference's Central Division Other Browns standouts,
last fall, but Br-owns Coach including running backs
Sam Rutigliano is trying to Greg Pruitt and Mike Pruitt,
avoid another slow start in also are likely to see limited
1981. His team won only two action.
of its first five games before "Because we're playing a
finishing strong for an 11-5 Hall of Fame game on narecord.
tional TV in our home state,"
"The thing I learned is Rutigliano said,"we want to
that Brian (Sipe needed play some good people and
more work," Rutigliano have a good game. We want
said. The Browns quarter- to play at least two good
back completed just 38 quarters. Our players are
passes in four exhibitions aware of the red (TV)
last summer before perfor- lights."

IT'S HERE.
A FIVE
POUND PIZZA?
Savory sauce with the choicest
gunk and smothered with a
pound of melted mozzarella. Nobody can copy our capacious
Combo. Try it! Open seven days
a week, from 11 a.m.

Gicdfather's Pizza

75i-00C111

_

Ihry. 641 Coafral albepphsi Ctr.Marra 'Ky.
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Baseball Won't Be The Same
The players finally gave
However, the strike has
in and it was about time, caused the so-called natoo.
tion's favorite pastime to
After 50 days of strike and fall from grace in the eyes
over 700 lost ballgarnes the of its loyal followers.
1981 season can be resumed. "I never really missed it
But can it really?
myself," said one fan, "I'd
Sure the All Star game like to see the World Series
was quickly rescheduled for played, unless the Yankees
Aug. 9 with regular season aren't in it, then they can't
play resuming Aug. 10, but call it a World Series."
one monkey wrench re"I thought it would be
mains in the rusty baseball pretty bad, but I found other
cogs — who really cares?
things to do on Saturday and
Joe Fan, mister average Sunday afternoons. Like
guy on the street, appears to play with my kids more and
have gotten along right stuff like that," said
smartly without baseball another fan.
these past seven weeks and
"I've gotten used to not
the opinion of many is — seeing it on tv. Actually, I'd
baseball, who misses it?
rather not turn on the set
Probably the more and see it in the first place,"
dedicated fans would agree said one fan, who really
about having a World didn't like baseball to begin
Series. Baseball as we know with.
it today would truly be dead
"I'm glad the strike's
without some type of finally over," said one guy,
playoff, some type of post- who quickly added, "Now if
season hurrah.
we can just avoid a football

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor

strike . . ."
From the various comments it's apparent that the
players, in getting their
point across to the owners
that they weren't going to
be pushed around, may
have carried their grudge a
bit too far.
As one columnist pointed
out, now baseball has
become nothing more than
any other big business
mess. Like any other Tom,

Strike Effects:
By The Assocfnted Press
The 72 American cities
with major league teams
have lost an estimated total
of about $10 million in direct
tax income and hundreds of
millions more in indirect
costs because of the bikseball
strike, the United States
Conference of Mayors said
Friday.
Len Simon, assistant executive director of the
Washington-based organiza-

Money Crunch In Team Cities

ton, said the figures were in the way fans view the
based on statistics supplied sport and whether they will
by nine cities for a con- again spend their money to
ference survey.
see it played.
The survey was started
According to Simon, New
about two weeks prior to Fri- York, Cincinnati and Kansas
day's tentative settlement in City reported some of the
the 50-day-old strike, whicll heaviest losses 'in total
will have wiped out 711 revenue among the cities
games by the time play responding.
resumes Aug. 10.
New York, with the
While the dollar amounts American League Yankees
are staggering, the greatest and the National League
impact of the strike may be Mets, said city coffers had

Sports, Briefly

NORTH CONWAY, N.H. Ruzici of Romania crushed
(AP) — Jose Higueras of Barbara Jordan 6-2, 6-2, and
Spain easily disposed of Joanne Russell topped Pam
defending champion and top- Casale 6-2,6-1.
seeded Jimmy Connors 6-4,
Kathy Horvath upset
6-1 in the Volvo International
Dianne Fromholtz 6-1,6-3.
Tennis Tournament.
Murray's Mel Purcell was
eliminated by Jose Luis
Clerc, 6-2, 6-2. Clerc advancI
c
ed to the quarterfinals while
Purcell travels to Indianapolis for the upcoming
U.S. Clay Court Tourney
which begins Monday. Last
year Purcell finished runnerup in the U.S. Clay Court
Tourney behind Clerc.
In other matches, 12thseeded Eddie Dibbs squeaked past fifth-seeded Peter
McNamara, 2-6, 6-1, 7-6;
unseeded Pavel Slozil of
Czechoslovakia defeated
Jose Lopez-Maeso of Mexico
6-2, 6-1; and seventh-seeded
Harold Solomon cruised past
unseeded Pedro Rebolledo of
Chile 6-4,6-1.

with. PR men will have
their hands full trying to reestablish the ol' take-meout-to-the-ballgame syndrome that once brought
fans flocking to the ticket
gates.
Somehow I just can't see
baseball in the same light it
;74 used to have.
It's unfortunate for all sports because
pro baseball has always
been a universal language,
spoken by G.I.'s in every
Dick and Harry union in the theatre of war since its connation, baseball's players ception, swapped on cards
have become just as human by every red-blooded
as any dock worker, miner, American kid since Adam
traffic controller, or gar- first took batting practice
bage collector in the U.S. with the forbidden froot,
Their pinnacle has toppled and even savored by the
and the fantasy bubble the hostages in Iran.
players used to wear for beHow unfortunate a trueing "pro ball players" has blue American tradition
crashed down around them. should be tainted with
Be prepared, though, for something as unwelcome as
the promotional gambits the strike.
every major league team is
It'll take time to get over
preparing to bombard us its' effects.

Covering
All Fields:

Here Comes Football! Purcell Tripped By Clerc
Hall Of Fame Game
Scheduled For Today
CANTON, Ohio (AP) —
Two defending divisional
champions with hopes of
reaching their first Super
Bowl open the National Football League preseason this
afternoon in the 18th annual
Pro Football Hall of Fame
game.
It's the first such matchup
between champions in the
game's history.
All tickets have been sold,
meaning a standing-room
crowd of 23,875 will be on
hand to,set an attendance
record at Fawcett Stadium,
the high school field that's
been the site for all the Hall
of Fame contests. Th.' 3:30
p.m., EDT, game will be
televised nationally by ABC.
George Blanda, Willie
Davis, Jim Ringo and Morris

.•

SAN DIEGO (API —
Tracy Austin needed only 47
minutes to dispose of eighthseeded Candy Reynolds, 6-1,
6-0 in a quarterfinal match of
the $125,000 Wells Fargo
Tennis Tournament.

lost $1.5 million directly
from the strike through July
22, with total losses to the
area's overall economy $9•2
million through that date. If
the entire season had been
wiped out, Simon said, the
New York area's economy
would have lost an estimated
$20.8 million.
In Kansas City, he continued, overall economic
losses were placed at
$500,0004750,000 a game,aad
in Cincinnati, per game
losses were placed at $41,000
for the city itself and $900,000
for the overall area
economy.
Other cities responding,
the official said, included
San Diego,$10,000 a game in
direct losses; San Francisco,
$16,000 a game in direct
losses; Pittsburgh, $22,000 a
game in direct tax losses;
Seattle,$150,000 in tax losses

and $4.5-6.8 million in area
economic losses; Anaheim,
$30,000 a game in tax losses;
Detroit, $16,000 a game in
tax losses, and Baltimore,
$20,000 a game in tax losses
and $60,000 a game in losses
to the area's economy.
The indirect losses, Simon
said, included such things as
restaurant and bar bills,
hotel and motel rooms and
cab fares.
Baltimore Mayor William
D. Schaefer said the strike
had caused a severe
economic hardship that
could never be made up.
"Fans have some rights,
too," Schaefer said. "The
next time, they ( owners and
players ) ought, to consider
what the impact is on the
people. If there ever is
another strike, the fans
might think long and hard
about sports in general."

TIME TO BUY.TIME TO SAVE.

MORE TENNIS
SOUTH ORANGE, N.J.
(AP) — Dick Stockton advanced to the semifinals of
the $75,000 Mutual Benefit
Life Open with a 6-4, 6-1 victory over 16-year-old Jimmy
Arias at the Orange Lawn Tennis Club.
Manuel Orantes upset topseeded Gene Mayer 6-3, 6-3
in their quarterfinal match,
while Nick Saviano downed
Frenchman Gregoire
Rafaitin 6-4, 4-6,6-4.
In the $25,000 women's
division, Beth Norton upset
second-seed Mimi Jausovec
of Yugoslavia 6-7, 6-1, 6-0,
while top-seeded Virginia
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FOR OLDS YEAR-END SAYINGS TIME AT PURDOM OLDS
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MISS
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ow I . Nadi bulb
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Cutlass Supremt
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Delta 88 Royale Sedan

!

No. 136A, air condition, automatic,
tilt wheel, radio and more.

$7,659"

Stock No. 166, air contrition, Landau Top, wire wheels and locks
stereo and much more

—4
0
Stock No. 142, air condition, power
windows, tilt and cruise, stereo and
much more.

1,9941"

4454"

Time has a way of moving on. now's the time to save big on
Before you know it, it's gone. And
selected Omega,Cutlass and Delta
so are all the 1981 Oldsmobiles. 88 models. The time is right, and
But your time is now. Because the deals are terrific.
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Wildcat Coach Curci, Governor
Brown Still Toy With Backstabs
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By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
— Is Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.
running up the white flag or
is he taking a tongue-incheek jab at University of
Kentucky football coach
Fran Curd?
Brown apparently wants
Kentuckians to draw their
own conclusions.
In a telephone interview
Friday from his Cave Hill
home near Lexington,
Brown said that "after
listening to the cynics and

critics, they have won me
over.
"I too am mad at the
governor for interjecting his
thoughts into our good program," Brown said, carefully choosing his words.
"I encourage all Kentuckians to show their full
support this next football
season — to blast the governor and to show full support
for our coach and our team,"
Brown said.
"I encourage them not to
support the governor but the
coach."

Reds Ready To
Retrain For
Regular Season
CINCINNATI(AP) — The
"The batters might be a
Cincinnati Reds are off to the little slow too," said Reds
University of Michigan to pitching Coach Bill Fischer.
retrain for the resumption of "Maybe that will help us."
the baseball season with
The Reds will train
Mayor David Mann still yell- through Thursday then fly to
ing for the rent.
the West Coast for exhibition
Cincinnati's mayor claims games with the California
the city lost $1 million Angels on Friday, Aug.7 and
because of the baseball Saturday, Aug. 8 in
strike. "That's a ballpark Anaheim. They'll resume
figure, no pun intended," he the season at Los Angeles
said of lost gate receipts, with a 'three-game series
parking, taxes and conces- with the Dodgers Aug. 10-12.
sions.
Neither the Reds players
"We don't want blood, just nor management had seen
what is coming to the city, details of the tentative
because the city's debt to the agreement, but they thought
itadium bondholders still both sides would ratify it.
goes on. We weren't relieved
Cincinnati President Dick
of having to pay our bon- Wagner said he is opposed to
dholders during the strike," an effort to divide the season
Mann said.
into two mini-seasons, with a
A handful of Reds players post-season playoff between
worked out informally at the two champions and will
Riverfront Stadium Friday seek to stop it next week
afternoon. The club planned when National League team
to start a six-day training owners meet.
program Saturday at
"I don't care for it one
Michigan because River- iota. We'll try to defeat it,"
front Stadium is booked for Wagner said.
the weekend with a jazz conThe strike gave the Reds'
cert.
Johnny Bench and pitcher
Reds Manager John Bill Bonham time to
McNamara said he wasn't recuperate. Bonham has
sure how prepared his been sent back down to Cinplayers were to resume play. cinnati's Class AAA farm
"Naturally,it's going to be team in Indianapolis to
a unique thing. We need to sit resume pitching.
down and see what and how
Bench, recoverng from a
much each individual has broken ankle, said he planndone on his own."
ed to start running Wednes"I'm physically ready to day, but that it will be at
play," said second baseman least two weeks before he
Ron Oester. "The timing for can start playing.
hitting is the thing. That will
Relief pitcher Joe Price
take a while to get back to was about to start work with
where it was. You can't get a Miami, Fla., diamond
your timing back until you wholesaler in Miami when
play games. I'll be ready to the settlement was reached.
play in 10 days."
"It made me realize one
Pitcher Tom Seaver said thing — your life as a
he's been throwing but needs baseball player is very, very
to toss to batters to get sharp short," he said. "It's such a
again. "It's going to be 'small part of your life that it
hardest on the pitchers," he makes something like this
said.
seem sort of ridiculous."

Bengals Happy
For Baseball;
Eye Limelight
WILMINGTON, Ohio (AP)
— As professional athletes,
the Cincinnati Bengals were
happy the baseball strike
was over.
But they remained determined that the National
Football League keeps its
share of the fans'interest.
"We'll create our own
spotlight," said backup
quarterack Jack Thompson,
hoping that football may
have won over some
baseball fans.
"It's like when you assume
the first-string job when a
guy gets injured. I look at it
strictly from the football
perspective and I can't help
but think a lot of people, out
of necessity, had to change

When-aged if he was trying to say he thought enough
has been said about his
aborted attempts to replace
Curci with former professional coach George Allen,
Brown said he would let his
statement speak for itself.
However, Brown said he
plans to go to all of Kentucky's home games this
season and "fully support
our team as I have for 30
years."
Curd, who had kept a
three-week silence about
Brown's moves, has changed
tactics and come out swinging.
In a speech before the
Paducah Rotary Club earlier
this week, Curd charged
that Brown was mad
because Curci did not publicly support him in the 1979
Democratic gubernatorial
primary.
"I don't believe a coach or
a college president should be
involved in politics," Curci
said.' I might be one of the
few guys in he country to
ever be severely reprimanded for not involving myself in
politics."
Referring to comments

from Brown that they were
still friends, Curci said
"With friends like that, you
don't need enemies."
Curci's attorney, Harry B.
Miller Jr., said they decided
to respond to Brown in a
series of speeches already
scheduled around the state,
beginning with the Paducah
appearance, shortly after
the stories about Allen broke
in mid-July.
Although Brown said in an
interview at the time that he
had not planned on the
negotiations with Allen to
become public, he strongly
criticize the football program at Kentucky.
Brown said several off-thefield problems with Curci's
players have destroyed his
effectiveness and damaged
the image of the state.
"The thing that upsets me
the most.. is that everybody
is hanging his hat on these
off-the-field incidents, the socalled disciplinary problems," Curci said.
"In every case where
discipline had to be instilled,
I've used it and I've used it
harder than I should have,"
he said.

Matched Low Golf Score On Tour

Thompson Sizzles A 62 To
Lead Tour, Canadian Open
By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
OAKVILLE, Ontario (AP)
— The question was addressed to Leonard Thompson.
"Did you do anything differently today than you did
yesterday?" he was asked.
"Yes," Thompson replied
with a big grin. "I hit it 10
less times than I did yesterday."
That translated into a 9under-par 62, which gave the
husky veteran a four-stroke
lead Friday in the second
round of the $425,000 Canadian Open Golf Championship.
He scored seven birdies
and an eagle, didn't make a
bogey, didn't have a -5" on
his card, missed only one
green and made birdie there.
It matched the low score on
the PGA Tour this year and
was, by two shots, the course
record on the 7,060-yard Glen
Abbey Golf Club layout

which has been subjected to
sharp criticism for the condition of its fairways.
And Thompson was quick
to admit they were less than
perfect.
"The fairways were a little
bit long," he said. "You had
to play for a jumper on every
shot. I had a fluffy lie on
every fairway shot.
"I just happened to be
picking the right club and
the ball was bouncing the
right way. Everything happened just right. I hit some
good shots and got some
good breaks."
It produced a 36-hole total
of 134, eight shots under par
for two trips over the course
in suburban Toronto that
Jack Nicklaus designed as a
permanent site for this national championship.
"I can't imagine someone
shooting 62 on this golf
course under these conditions," Nicklaus said.

"That's phenomenal.
Peter Oosterhuis of
England and Lon Hinkle,
each with a second-round 69,
shared second at the tournament's halfway point at 138.
Mark Hayes, with a 67 in
the warm, sunny weather,
was another shot back at 139.
Nicklaus, who birdied the
last hole for a 70, was tied at
140 with Larry Nelson and
Bob Eastwood. Nelson had a
69 and Eastwood matched
par-71.

title in 1977, had the ball
more than 20 feet from the
cup only twice, and birthed
both of those holes.
They came in a strini of
five consecutive "3s" he
scored on the back nine. It
started with a par on the 12th
and was followed by an eagle
on the 13th, where he hit a 3wood second shot to within 18
inches of the flag. He holed a
sand wedge shot from the
rough for birdie on the 14th,
parted the 15th and dropped
a 60-foot putt on the 16th.
He capped it off with a12foot putt on the final hole.
-I knew it was a good
round," he said, but I really
didn't know how good until I
figured it up in the scorer's
tent. I thought it was about a
64."

Tom Kite, 72, and Bruce
Lietzke, 70, topped the big
group at 141.
First-round leader Phil
Hancock went to a 77 and
was at 146. Masters champ
Tom Watson shot 73-145. Lee
Trevino, a three-time winner
of this event, was 70-144, and
U.S. Open champ David
Was he surprised?
Graham was 72-142.
"Any time you shoot 62
Thompson, who hasn't won you're ... surprised,"
since taking his second Tour Thompson said.

Young Fires Best Round 67 To
Thoroughbred Tie Caponi In Boston Five Golf
Mare Innerway
Calls It Quits

LEXINGTON,Ky.( AP)—
After 124 races, Innerway
has finally called it quits.
7-year-old
The
thoroughbred mare made
her last start Thursday at
River Downs in Cincinnati.
Her tally of starts is not a
record, but it is impressive
when considered alongside
other horses, most of which
retire with less than 50
starts.
A horse named George de
Mar, foaled in 1922, ran 333
times. Seth's Hope, who also
ran in the 1920s, raced 327
times; and King Crab,foaled
in 1885, ran 310 times.
The mare retired with winnings of nearly $60,000.
Innerway is leaving the
track because she has been
in foal since April 23. She
was removed from
Keeneland to Spendthrift
Farm and bred to Orbit
Dance, a Northern Dancer
stallion.
Innerway hasn't won a
race since Sherry Mansfield
claimed the mare and decided to have her bred. The
mare has been running
"over her head," because

the owner doesn't want the
horse claimed.
Mansfield hopes Innerway's value will triple as a
broodmare.
Innerway is by Info, out of
Bab's Bag by Viking Spirit.
But back in the family of the
third dam, Siena Way, is
Davona Dale, the filly who
was the 3-year-old champion
in her division.
Mansfield hopes the distant relationship will bring
Innerway's value to as much
at $15,000.
The mare was claimed last
fall at Keeneland for $5,030
by Mansfield and her partner, trainer Kenny Davis.
They got Innerway only
after a client missed a
chance to get the mare.
"He was wearing one of
those calendar watches and
misdated the claim slip, so
they voided the claim,"
Mansfield said. "Three days
laster he claimed another
mare,so when this one raced
again, he said he didn't want
her. Kenny and I like her, so
we put in the claim

Stake Knife Snares
Feature At Latonia
FLORENCE, Ky. (AP) —
&Ike Knife won the $2,400
featured eighth race Friday
night at Latonia and paid
$5.60,$2.40 and $2.20.
Bit Of Flower placed, $2.40
and $2.20, and Barlow Joe,

third, returned $2.80.
The 1-8 double of Janet's
Key and Shana's Pride
returned $175. Attendance
was 1,685 and the mutuel
pool totaled $148;366.

By DAVE O'HARA
AP Sports Writer
DANVERS, Mass.(AP) —
Victory-starved and winner
of only $32,000 in three years
on the Ladies PGA tour,
Kathy Young figures she is
finally gaining the confidence necessary to
challenge the super stars for
top money.
"I'm growing up a little
bit, maturing a little bit and
getting more confidence,"
the 26-year-old former
Oregon junior champion said
Friday after the finest round
of her career.
Young, whose best finish
in 21 tournaments this year
has been 16th at Tucson,
.fired five birdies without a
bogey en route to a 5-underpar 67 and a tie with veteran
Donna Caponi for the
halfway lead at 137 in the 72hole, $150,000 Boston Five
Classic on the 6,008-yard
Ferncroft Country Club
course.
"This is my best score —
ever," said Young, whose
previous low was 69. "I can't
even remember the last time
I played a round without a
bogey. I also never have
been tied for the lead after
two rounds since I turned
pro."
Caponi, the only four-time
winner on the tour this year
and only $40,000 shy of joining Kathy Whitworth as a
millionaire in LPGA prize
money, applied the pressure
playing ahead of Young.
Tied with Carol Mann at 69
after the opening round,
Caponi shot a 68 for her 137.
"I could have had a great
round," Caponi, 36, said
after fashioning seven birdies and taking three
bogeys. "Except for some
dumb mistakes, it was a
solid round."

Jan Stephenson was a late
finisher late with a 66,
equalling the women's rse
record, and closed to within
one stroke of the lead with
five birdies, a bogey on the

33rd hole and then an eagle 3
on the last hole for a 36-hole
total of 138.
Kyle O'Brien, who had an
opening 73, also went on a
birdie spree, scoring a 68 for

fourth place at 141.

Three players in the starting field of 93 broke par
Thursday, but 21 got home in
under regulation Friday.
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• Guaranteed service
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interest in midstream.
"And I say that respectful
to baseball. Baseball here is
big time," Thompson said.
Most of the football
players said they were happy that baseball will resume.
"I think if the baseball
strike went longer, into the
(football) preseason, we'd
get a lot more of a following
because people would get
bored," said defensive
lineman Gary Burley.

SERVICES INCLUDE'
I install front disc broke pods and
brake linings on rear wile.**
2 Resurface drums and true rotors
3 Inspect front callPers
4 Rebuild rear wheel cylinders If
possibie replace. If necessary at
additional parts cost per wheel
cylinder
5 Repack Inner and outer
bearings
6 Inspect ff0111i grease seals
7 Inspect master CYlirder
I Real hydraulic SYstem

"Still, I'm glad it got settled, because the baseball
players making the
minimum salary must have
been having a difficult
time."
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Outdoor Editor: Mary Barrow

MEMO 0111900
Rounding the curve and
entering the flat country, I
could look far to the west.
The sun was too high to be
setting, yet the light was
fading fast. Then I could see
the orange outline of a dark,
broad cloud bank, not a
solitary storm, but a front
which would mean rain and
strong winds. It was my first
clue that the gods of Reelfoot
Lake still held a grudge
against me.
I don't know what I did to
anger them. The lake is rich
in Indian lore; it's named
after a chieftain. And maybe
sometime back I trod on
sacred ground or uttered a
frivilous word that the
spirits heard and of which
disapproved.
they
Regardless of the cause, the
result is the same: rain,
howling winds, thunder and
fish with closed mouths each
time I visit this land of oncetrembling earth.
I say "once-trembling"
because Reelfoot was formed in the winter of 1811-1812
by the infamous NewMadrid
earthquake, the granddaddy
of them all. Located in northwest Tennessee some
twenty-odd miles west of
Union City, Reelfoot once
was a vast cyprus bottom
which filled with water when
the quake opened a fesure to
the Mississippi River.
Today it's placid — except
when I'm around, a beautiful
mix of ancient trees and
stumps, sawgrass and moss,
hidden sloughs, secret
passages and a mystique
based more on fact than on
legend.
But for me Reelfoot's real
attraction is its people, independent cusses who over
the decades have carved out
life on their own terms.
They're hunters and
fishermen in the first
degree, and they cling to old
values and ways of getting
by.
Al Hamilton probably
wouldn't think of himself as
an example, but he is. He's
the son of a son of a son of a
Reelfoot pioneer one of the
early settlers who laid claim
to the lake (or vice versa)
when the only way in was
over the hills by mule. Al's
ancestors have been lake
people, guides, game
wardens, professional
hunters and fishermen. Today Al and his brothers
carry on the tradition. Al
owns and operates Arrowhead Lodge near Samburg, but he's happiest when
leading a client to a school of
bluegill or a flight of reeling
mallards.
"It's gonna rain tomorrow,"
I told him when I arrived at
•
Arrowhead.
"It hasn't rained in two
weeks, and it's not going to
rain tomorrow," Al rebutted. I didn't contradict,hirn,
but I knew. I decided to
change the subject.
"How's the fishing?"

A Western Learn National FieW Archery Association
sheet, smetiened by KAA was held at the archery range
I. Lill. (Top photo) winners were bads row left ti right,
Freestyle ihelinsited Class AA, first place S. Morena,
woad place R. Alichitesh, third place T. Morgan, Class A
first place (net pictared) T. Terrill, Class C first place L.
Collies. Freestyle Limited, first place B. Wiley. II•whenter, Class A first place M. Bowels, Class I first place G.
Givens, ',cooed place T. Nichols, third place M. Wilma.
Bewississtor Freestyle Limited, Class B first place N. Johnsen, second place G.Willianis, Class C, first place R.
Newtms. Bewhanters Class A first place R. lienderses,
Class I D. Coombs, Class C Rev. W.I. Norris. Barebew first place L. Thempsea. Frost. row, Wessels Freestyle
Unlimited, Class AA first place J. ;acids', mead place N.
McIntosh, Class A first place L. Jacobs. Bewisenter
Freestyle Limited, Class II B. Girt... Teeth Freestyle
Unlimited, Class A first place Cherie litclatesh. Cab
Freestyk Unlisnitml, Male, first place 6. Lassiter, female
first place Alicia Farrell, Freestyle abetted, Re.le first
place James Poole, hawk, first place Mkbelk Weeds.
Gees, Freestyle first place Anthill Rayner. Bewhanter
Freestyle first place T. Bassingthwalte, second place J.
Wpm,. liewhisator Freestyle Limited, first place B.
Stevessea. (Left Photo) Rev. W. B. Harris, of the
Christian Co. Climb, at age 70, atteads all sheets and
always takes heals a trephy. (Bottom Photo) Lakeland
Archery Target Club, of Mayfield, made a geed showing
at the sheet. Memben a the climb winning trophies were
row, left te right, Jody Jacobs, Lewis Collins, Rennie
McIntosh, Nancy McIntissii, front rew, Greg Lassiter,
Cherie McIntosh, La Omits Jacobs.
Pliet•1 By Mary Berm/

FOOD
GIANT
Open 7 Days A Week
8 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.
Hwy. 641 So.

Phone 753-8322

Wooden Morris 1. 71 years ad,km gelded Reelfoot inniters and fishermen for IS
et these years, and Is still eels. strews. Morris always preferred the ad windmill
reel te modem battcastieg reels.
"No by Wails low*

-Bass are going good. The have guessed. That's the bass missed our baits.
pin minnows are spawning in way it was last time. "We've
Finally Wendell scored.
the moss off the point out by had one of the best bluegill One
over-zealous
Green Cyprus, and the bass seasons in years." That's largemouth in the poundare picking them off around because I wasn't here.
and-a-half range gobbled
the edges. Wendell Morris is
The fish added insult to in- down his spoon, and he was
coming in the morning at 6 jury. They were striking; promptly cranked in by the
a.m. to take you out. You'll they just weren't taking. We guide's ancient windmill
be fishing spoons across the both had several hits, but fishing reel.
moss beds."
But that fish wasn't Importhey were short strikes,
Wendell Morris. He's almost like the fish were tant, and I don't care what
another of the Reelfoot Lake possessed — by gods the Indian gods think.
people, one who's seen far perhaps?
Storms or no,fish or no,that
more moons than Al.
Wendell talked about the trip was a success knd if the
Wendell and I have fished old days. He told me about real God grants, 1'11 be back
together before. Now he's 71, the time he caught two- to Reelfoot many times
and he's made his living as a hundred-and -some-odd before my moons end. I'll
guide for the last 50 years. bluegill in one day. He told talk the old tales and visit
His knowledge of Reelfoot funny stories about funny with the cyprus and the moss
and its fishing and hunting guide parties, about the boat and the people. I hope I
secrets belongs in the that almost sunk with fish, outlive Al Hamilton and
Smithsonian Institute.
about the bass that broke his Wendell Morris in the flesh,
Al and I spent the next two line but which got tangled in but I never want to outlive
hours in last year's duck lily pads and he caught with them in spirit. For the spirit
season, in Canada, in a plate his hands. We caught fish is the important thing, and
of ham, tomatoes and cot- and killed ducks for the bet- as long as it remains, no trip
tage cheese prepared by his ter part of two hours,even as to Reelfoot can ever
'be a
wife Vicky. (We're both on the winds churned and the failure.
diets.) And then I said good
night.
When the alarm went off, I
thought I was hearing a semi
barreling down the highway.
But then I recognized the
sound: thunder rolling
across the lake with a crisp
snap. The cloud had finally
made it, and the gods were
awake and dancing their
ceremonies in honor of my
arrival. The rain pelted
down, and the stately cyprus
rocked back and forth in
their lofty dignity.
At 6 Wendell called to say
he was waiting to see what
the weather would do. At 7
the storm had blown over,
but the wind whipped the
lake into a froth. By 7:30
Wendell showed, idling his
At Jonathan Creek
boat along shoreline from his
Announces
home in Samburg. And by 8
NEW 40'and 5.2'Covered Skps For Houseboats
we were casting spoons into
NEW 30'Covered Slips For Cruisers
a very rough, very disturbed
LOCAL DEALtR for GALVA-LIFT Boat Hoists
moss bed.
Easy to operate-elmktates marine growth on boat bottom
"Every time you come
Elfri7RUOE
Authorized EVINRUDE DEALER
down here the weather turns
SALES &
Sales & Service
bad," he said. I know,
SERVICE
have
Wendell, I know."Bass
Adjacent to Sportsman's Safari Campground
really been tearing it up out
Benton,
KY 42025
Rt.
5
502/3544568
here, but it's gonna be hard
to buy one today." I could

Sportsman's Marina

Beasitilm/ Knetkthy Lake

Why Pay More For Your Next Boat')
Featuring
'Bass Hawk Boats
*J.C. Pontoons
'Authorized Evinrude .
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Aurora Marine
Service Inc.

SPORTING GOODS
Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.
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Draws Fish, Fishermen

Jessefte Storey, peskiest of the Keetecky-Barkley Bass'N I.is presented Ilea
Sheerer, pre boss fisherman' with Lawrassce Electreaks, lac. of Tulsa, Okla., a gift is
appreciation for his presenting a Lawman* Sealant at tin holy 13th club nestle,.
The next asetetlag will be held et the Triaagle les at 7 p.n., Aegast 10.

Kentucky Afield
By John Wilson

temperature preferences.
During these hot summer., Back in April and May,
days, most of us try to find a fish could find suitable water
cool spot to escape the heat. temperatures near the surWe don't stir around much, face. Many species were ateither, unless it's to get up tracted to shallow water
spawning sites, so most
for another cold drink.
So why should we expect anglers had little trouble
fish to act any differently? locating fish.
Fish are cold-blooded and
But now that summer's
don't react to heat or cold in here,the fish have no reason
exactly the same ways to stay in shallow water, parwarm-blooded creatures do, ticularly when there's a
but they still have definite delightfully cool and dark

layer of water down 10 feet
or so below the surface.
This layer of water,
technically known as the.
thermocline, is where most
of the fish will be. If you've
got a fishing thermometer,
it's fairly easy to locate this
layer.
Lower
the
temperature probe into the
water and watch the dial.
Through the top layer, or
epilimnion, the temperature
won't vary much more than

Urry MaupIn's

Fishing tine
The water temperature remains in the high 80's even
though w have received a
fair amount of rainfall. This
really doesn't hurt fishing, it
may be more helpful than we
realize.
Most gamefish will seek
the cooler waters that is
closest to where the baitfish
are going to be. In other
words, start learning a little
more about how and where
to find baitfish and you will
find more gamefish.
The only waters in Kentucky Lake that does not or
will not have fish of some
kind,is the water without oxygen. Learn the currents as
the lake falls to winter level,
watch the baldish move with
It in order to gain the most

with the least
amount of effort, and you
will find more gamefish.
This brings us to the
striped bass. We have three
species in Kentucky, two of
which are native fishes.
They are the white striped
bass and the yellow striped
bass, the other is also known
as a rockfish and is a much
larger fish as an adult,
reaching weights of 50
pounds plus. The rockfish is
stocked from hatcheries by
the Kentucky Dept. of Fish
and Wildlife Resources.
I don't have the exact
figure but around 8 million
rockfish fingerlings have
been released in Kentucky
and Barkley Lakes together.
All of the striped bass are

very good to eat and this is
the prime time of the year to
cash in on a great sport
besides putting meat in the
freezer.
Use a lure that resembles
the shad minnow either in
size,color or actions and you
should have plenty of action.
I like to throw a slab
spoon, sidewinder, pulsar,
hot spot and a crazy shad or
skipper when the fish are in
the "jumps" or holding on a
drop off. One of these lures
usually will do the trick if
you learn the areas the
stripes use and their feeding
habits.
Stripe fishing is a super
sport to get the ladies and
children into, so do it!
Happy Fishing!

WINS HONOR — The Blood River Blue Grass Boys composed of Murgay
musicians were named as first runnerup at the Devils Elbow Fourth Annual Fiddlers Contest held in the Land Between the Lakes. They play at various places in
Western Kentucky and Northwestern Tennessee, and will present the entertainment at the fish fry to be held Sept. 12 by the Murray Bass Club. Pictured,
left to right, are Ronnie Barnett, mandolin, Hugh Deering, bass, James Hamiton,
banjo,and Floyd Garland and Jerry Atkins, guitars.

For fishermen, finding a
really good fishing hole has
always ranked about even
with uncovering buried
treasure. It's certainly not a
prize readily shared with
others.
A lucky angler might
vaguely refer to his "honey
hole," and maybe drop a few
boastful remarks as he
displays a fine string of fish.
But the precise location
Even a duck is out
would remain a closely
of luck during a
guarded
secret, safe as long
forest fire.
as he was careful not to say
too much.
Finding that great fishing
A Public Senior of This Newspaper
Et The Advername Council
hole and a sizable stringer of
fish is much easier now,
thanks
to
TVA's
demonstration fish attractor
program. Not only have
agency biologists increased
the number of sites where
anglers'are likely to meet
with success, but they've
a degree or two.
also marked these areas
Then the temperature will with bu9ys or white-painted
start dropping rapidly — as trees ahd even published
much as one degree for maps showing exactly where
every additional foot in dep- fish attractors — and
th. This is the thermocline generally good fishing — are
(the word means "slope of located.
temperature") where you
Manmade fish attractors
should be fishing.
are constructed primarily of
But keep lowering the pro- small trees and brush or old
be. After a few more feet,the automobile tires securely
temperature will stablili7P lashed together to form
again and won't decrease, piles. These piles, usually 20
much as you go deeper. This feet by 20 feet by 3 feet high,
is a sign that you've reached are weighted with rock-filled
the hypolimnion, the third nets and placed on the lake
and final layer of water. bottom.
The program to place such
There is almost no light
penetration in this deepest structures in Valley reserlayer, little water circulation voirs began in 1977 with a
purpose:
to
and usually not enough ox- dual
demonstrate the advantages
ygen to support fish life.
of attractor installation and
So it's obvious that you to benefit area fishermen.
want to keep your lure or About 140,000 fish attractors
bait in the thermocline and will have been constructed
out of the hypolimnion. Ear- when the demonstration proly in the morning, late in the gram ends in September.
afternoon or at night,the fish
TVA biological associate
will enter the upper layer to Al Brown said the attractors
feed, then retreat back to are a boost to fishing on TVA
deep water during the heat reservoirs because they
of the day. That's why early, serve as substitutes for the
late or night fishermen do lack of natural vegetation.
well — easy shallow water "Fish like to have cover to
techniques are productive hide in. Fishermen for years
then.
have known how effective
It isn't important that you cover is to fishing.
remember the world
"The attractors concen"hypolimnion," or even be trate fish in an area by proable to pronounce it. The key viding surface area for small
point to keep in mind during
Summer fishing trips is that
they key to finding fish is
often a matter of the proper
depth.
This isn't necessarily the
same as fishing deep, since
in some lakes the "dead"
hypolimnion can extend to
within 15 feet of the surface
—and obviously the fish will
have to be above this level.
Almost all lakes in Kentucky stratify into these
three distinct layers each
summer. The big exceptions
are Kentucky and Barkley
lakes, which are too shallow
and have too much current
flow to stratify. Deep, clear
lakes like Cumberland will
form layers, but often oxygen will exist deep into the
hypolimnion because enough
light penetrates the depths to
allow plant life in the lake to
produce oxygen.
But in our other lakes —
large and small — fishing in
the thermocline is one key to
full stringers. It won't, in
Itself, necessarily mean that
you'll catch fish, but will
guarantee that you'll at least
be putting your lure where
the fish are — and that's a
big first step.

organisms on which young to. Both jigs and still-fished
fish feed. This triggers a cy- live bait, either with or
cle in which the young fish without a float, are produchave both a place to feed and tive techniques.
to hide from predators. The
When casting, the fisherpredators, in turn, are man should stay to one side
drawn to the attractors of the attractor, working the
where they find a supply of lure over the top or through
the food they need," he ex- the attractor. The relatively
plained.
snagless Texas-rigged
Scientific studies reinforce worms, with the point of the
this claim. Results from a hook embedded in the worm,
1978-79 study on the 207-acre, work well on bass in these
Crooked Creek embayment heavy cover areas.
on Lake Barkley indicated
Trollers 4o well around atthat fish gather around the
attractors in large numbers. tractors in coves and deep
Areas with manmade cover water sites. Fishermen
contained more fish overall should move parallel to the
than open areas without such strung-out brush piles,
cover. For example, the around the end, and down
areas contained 12 times as the other side.
much crappie by weight, 9
When fishing attractors,
times as much largemouth getting hung is to be exbass, 20 times as much pected, so wire hooks that
bluegill, and 4 times as much will bend and release the line
catfish.
are good bets. Spring and
Brown says fisherman fall are prime seasons for
response has been en- sucars in attractor fishing,
thusiastic. "People will call although fish often seek
us and say 'Hey, Al, we real- relief from the summer heat
ly did great today.' One man here-as well.
called and said he'd caught
By June 1981 approximate170 crappie off one pile," ly 14,000 fish attractors had
Brown said.
been placed ,in Cherokee,
East Tennessee fisherman Douglas, Norris, South
Ken Hume attributes his in- Holston, Tims Ford, Blue
creased success to proper Ridge, Chickamauga,
use of the attractors. Pickwick, Nottely, Melton
"Before they put these at- Hill, Chatuge,Fort Loudoun,
tractors in, I wouldn't ever Boone, Kentucky, Fontana,
fish these coves for crappie. Wheeler, Fort Patrick
There was just nothing to Henry, Tellico, and Watauga
keep the crappie in there. Lakes. - (
But, if you'll notice when
The newly formed Tellico
you're out on the lake, since
Lake
contains many
they put the attractors in,
just about every fishing boat "natural" fish attractors.
that comes down the lake These items, because of
will stop at the coves. These their potential use as attracattractors have just been a tors, were simply not removtremendous asset to crappie ed when the lake was fWed.
They consist of 37 highfishing," he said.
stump
areas covering 600
Of course, there are some
tips for maximizing the acres and 395 acres of stanpotential of these attractors, ding timber and items such
TVA biologists say. Sport- as fence rows, secondary
smen fishing directly over channel markers, silos, and
the attractors should place other "leftovers" which are
their anchors on either side useful in providing fish with
of the brush pile to avoid gathering places.
TVA's fish attractor profrtghtening the fish. Bait or
lure should be slowly let gram,conducted in cooperadown until resistance is felt, tion with the Valley's state
then stopped. The number of game and fish agencies, is
turns of the reel*handle scheduled to end in
should be kept in mind so the September. TVA's program
the
feel
same depth can be returned workers

TVA's attractors, built by
workers under the Comprehensive Employment and
Training Act (CETA ) and
Young Adult Conservation
Corps (YACC) with TVA
supervision, were placed in
both deep water sites and in
coves. Deep water attractors
are used primarily on
mainstream
reservoirs
where the water fluctuates
less than 10 feet. Such sites
are easily identified by
orange and white buoys with
the symbol of a fish and
dangling hook. One such
buoy marks the center of an
approximately half-acre
site; two buoys mark each
end of a longer attractor.
Cove sites are used mainly
in tributary reservoirs
where water fluctuation may
exceed 100 feet. These sites
are marked by a whitepainted tree at the head of
the cove.
In addition, specially
made maps clearly showing
attractor sites are available
for Cherokee, Douglas, Norris, South Holston, Tirns
Ford, Blue
Ridge,
Chickamauga,
Tellico,
Pickwick, Nottely, Melton
Hill, and Chatuge Lakes.
These can be ordered from
the TVA Map Sales Office,
400 Commerce Avenue,
Knoxville, Tennessee 37902,
or 312 Broad Street, Chattanooga, Tennessee 37401.
All maps,except Tellico, are
75e each plus a 4-'2 percent
sales tax. Tellico maps are
$1.50 each plus tax.

(TVA Ptiobt by Voss Illetl•cb)
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• Tires, Wheel's & Accessories:
Car, Truck, Tractor Tires
Road-and F_ield_Service :
•
410 N.4th
•
•
•
753-8364-753-6779

Sites with attractors
should provide good fishing
for some time to come.
Structures made from tires
have unlimited durability.
Brush attractors exposed to
lake drawdown are expected
to last 6 to 8 years; those
never exposed should last 18
to 20 years.

ATTRACTS'S — Gary kwildes, Lased Soften. Res Lakes fisheries Magog's', plisse ewe el several new IinrocTers in
Illehme Creek, adlekdag Lake Barkley. TVA, he ceoperation welt tiso Teases'« 111111114 Iteseercos Agency Is
*errantly *chug Nee ',Winton la the area to misses fides, oppertweities. Snodles have show,Wont op to 11 Haws
the assaher and 2Il times the weight ef ibk are presses in areas with attracters than is ulcer lake areas.

••••••••••••••••••■•••■•••••••••••••••■
•
•

Hooks Wheel
Alignment

demonstration was a successful one, as evidenced by
the enthusiasm expressed by
fishermen and the state
game and fish agencies in
Tennessee, North Carolina,
Kentucky, and Georgia;
which have initiated similar
programs.
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event Business prospects and about Paint affairs makes you
happy. You'll make headway
romance are also likely.
in planning for real security in
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22to Jan. 19) 10:0116$ the future.
Travel and cultural events PISCES
should be especially (Feb. 19 to Mar 20) X
Both singles and marrieds
pleasurable. Take the inFrames Drake
itiative in planning good times will find this a truly special
FOR SUNDAY,AUGUST 2, 19111
day for affections. Doing
with a dear companion.
things together enhances your
AQUARIUS
What kind of day will tomor- LEO
=IS
relationship.
(Jan to Feb. 18)
row be? Ts Mad out what Me (July Z3to Aug.fl) 612
Rapport
with
a
close
friend
stars say,read the forecast for
Follow through on that urge
FOR MONDAY,AUGUST 3, Mil
your birth Sign.
to buy something beautiful.
You should find an especially ARLES
LIBRA
ARIES
appealing decorative or lux- (Mar.21 to Apr. 19) erFlt (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) &El
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
ury item.
Avoid escapist tendencies.
Avoid daydreaming on the
If yor,feel like working, go VIRGO
Use leisure time conjob. Instead, utilize creative
ahead. You'll make progress I Aug. to Sept. 22
thinking. Be innovative. Be structively. Avoid a late evenon new projects. What's more,
You're popular now and careful of accidents at home ing arguments about money.
Effidoing
so!
you'll have fun
shruld mingle with others. after dark.
Catch up on neglected tasks.
ciency reigns!
Pay attention to appearance TAURUS
SCORPIO
TAURUS
and others will surely notice
Apr.20 to May 20 I bi€J7 (Oct. 23 to Nov.21) ,
1 eV
Apr.20 to May 20) bkii7 how good you look.
Experiment with new hobNew friends are exciting,
admirers
new
You'll attract
LIBRA
but don't get involved in
Ada bies. Go someplace new with a
now. Romance and leisure- (Sept. 23 to Oct.22) loved one. The wrong word
dubious financial
time activities should be
You're in the mood ftw could lead to a sudden late- Others aren't in theschemes.
mood to
especially fulfilling. Relax privacy and should enjoy afternoon flare-up.
receive advice now.
time!
company
special times in the
and have a good
GEMINI
SAGITTARIUS
GEMINI
of a dear one. A time to (May 21 to June 20)
(Nov.22toDec. 21)
(May 21 toJune20) 11.
0
11- enhance togetherness.
You'll want to make some
Keep career aspirations
A party at your place should SCORPIO
changes around the house. within reasonable limits.
inthe
time
to
go well. Now's
(( Zict. to Nov.21) /RAP Don't be slap-dash in work
Avoid fanciful projects. Don't
vite others over. 'Thome on
Your sociallife picks up and methods. Avoid impulse- let a mood for adventure lead
vacation also should net you should be the life of the buying towards nightfall.
to risk-taking.
with happy times.
party. You'll also meet with CANCER
CAPRICORN
CANCER
(
DO (Dec.22toJan.19) Vi
business opportunity among (June 21 toJuly 22)
(June 21 toJuly22) tO0 friends.
Creative work goes well. Be
Unexpected news from a
Whether it's a drive in the SAGITTARIUS
%/fleet careful of deceptive trends distant friend. Friction could
country or a weekend jaunt, (Nov.22to Dec.21) ^
around noon. Count to ten if drive a wedge between a
you should have fun now.
You mingle well with temper strikes in the evening. friend and a loved one. Attend
Charm and sincerity aid you crowds and should have a Be patient!
a movie or concert.
in your cause.
good time at a community LEO
AQUARIUS
(July 23to Aug. n)
(Jan.20 to Feb.lb)
Know the genuine from the
New career ideas are worth
counterfeit when shopping. pursuing, but avoid financial
Someone may drop in unex- dealings with strangers. Be
pectedly. Curb restlessness or protective of health towards
friction after dark.
nightfall.
VIRGO
PISCES
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) WPLA. (Feb.19to Mar.20) XIQ
'
2 Chinese
ACROSS
You're creative now,but imAnswer to Friday's Puzzle
menu item
Don't be evasive with
patience makes it hard to get others. Be attentive when
1 Ship's com3 Nobleman
MUNN MUNN
4 Inflicts
plement
your ideas across to others. close ties express new ideas. A
UNNIOU N MUUMUU Even so, start your new,
5 Rocky hilt
5 Strip of
late-evening change of plans
12112 NINUEINUU MN creative
cloth
8 Antlers('
projects.
shouldn't lead to anger.
13017 COMO EON
animal
6 Be in debt
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Your Individual
Horoscope

412tigt

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

7 Renovated
8 Of very old
ago
9 Snare
measure
10 Exchange
premium
16 Footlike part
11 Precious
17 Metal
fastener
metal
19 Proceed
18 Coat of a
mammal
21 Fissure
20 Three-legged 23 Metric
measure
stand
24 Baby':
22 Boxing
napkin
abbr.
23 Drudgery
25 Exist
26 Aeriform fluid
24 Contatners
27 Potent
27 Completes
31 A Gershwin 28 Policeman:
Si.
32 Choral
composition 28 Three: Pref.
33 Anglo-Saxon
money
34 Conferred on
36 Fireplace
part
37 Declare
38 Preposition
39 Medictne
man
42 Allow
46 Seed coating
47 Distant
49 Was borne
50 Take one's
Part
51 Rubber tree
52 Spanish pot
53 Fruit bowl
item
54 Song
55 Time perkxl
DOWN
1 Applaud
12 Falsifie
13 Reverence
14 Thus
45 Land

Ws,

MCC 12MU MUNU
OUNNON COMM
UNN
115NU
EINNUULI ODUNNU
CUM WWW UMW
OUO MAIM 1000
UM UNOUNUID UM
ONMOUU NUNISUU
BOUM COMM
30 Posed for
a portrait
32 Stir
35 Higher
35 Sadness
38 Tellurium
symbol
39 Kind of lock
40 Put-in-Bay's

lake
41 Verdi opera
42 Bird of 43 Furry animal
44 Unemployed
45 Hard-wood
tree
48 Chicken - king

THE ACES

'
IRA G. CORN, JR.

Declarer was Optimistic
about today's club suit. With
a little luck he could bring
in five winners. What he forgot was that be didn't need
five winners. What he needed was the best chance at
winning four.
' Declarer won the first
heart with his ace and led to
dummy's club queen for a
losing finesse. Back came a
heart to dummy's king and
it was now time to bring in
the rest of the club suit.
Declarer crossed to his
hand with a high diamond
and led a second club
towards dummy.-West- followed low and declarer was
left with the crucial guess.
Should he play for the drop
or should he take a second
finesse? Declarer guessed
wrong and took a second
finesse and that was the end
of the game. East won,led a
,low heart to West's 10 and
won the next heart to rack
up five defensive tricks,
Down one on declarer's
unlucky guess.
With nine cards in the
club suit and needing only
four tricks, declarer should
have played to avoid any

MIME NNW AMIE
IO MME UNE IMMEM
Wa...E MIN MEM
IIIMMEWN WHEN=
WE UMEN
WWW11 WIMMUMWWW
MUM UNE= WEIS
IiIMUMMENN 11.1111
MUM WM
WWWW1111 UMMINIM
WIIIIII UWE 1111111M
MUM
61.11111 MEM UMME

guesses. His first play
should be a club to the ace.
This play eliminates all

guesswork when an honor
drops -from East- and.in the
actual layout, - cinches
today's game.
.
- Had East followed Nei to
dummy's ace of clubs,
declarer should Cross to his
lliamond ace to lead a low
club •towards dummy's
honors. Four club tricks are
now assured as long as West
did-not start with a singleton small card.
1-1-A
NORTH •
•J
ir K7415
011413
•AQ1086
EAST
•K 9 8 2
Q 5 4 32

WEST

•Q 6 4
.1 10 9 8
K7j
•
4.9
•Q 10 5
45 2
SOUTH
•A 103
SP A7
*AKJ2
•9 7 4 3

Vulnerable: Both. Dealer:
South. The bidding:
Soath
1 NT

West
Pass

North
3 NT

East
All
pass

2. Notice

MilAM ARE NM
2:11dice

IAL
THIS WEEK
300 D/A
Automatic Motel
$195.00

Stories

Geld &
Silver
Pews net

There will be an Advanced
Deisel Hydraulics class
starting on Aug. 11, 1981.
Classes will be 2 nights a
week, a total of 144 his.
Cost $125 for entry fee,
plus books. For more
information. call 1-2479633 or write Purchke
Training Center, Rt. 2,
Mayfield, KY, 42066.

cw •

Complete Engine
Tune Up 46 8 Cyl
ow $35 00

a.m. to I pmr.
7U-7113

Reward for information on
who broke into Bob
Hubert's cabin on Blood
River. Information confidential, $250. 247-3761

r

ECONOMY TIRE
•
Et SERVICE

753 8500

1. Legal Notice
NOTICE
The Paducah, Kentucky Ironworkers Joint Apprenticeship Committee, in cooperation with Ironworkers Local No. 782, Paducah, Kentucky, the
Western Kentucky Construction Association, Inc.,

the Southern Illinois Builders Association, and the
Egyptian Contractors Association, will accept applications for the Ironworkers Apprenticeship
Program.
1) Applications will be distributed from August 1,
1 981 through August 15, 1981. Applicants must
obtain the application packet, in person, during
regular office hours. Applications distributed
must be returned no later than August 31, 1981.
Pockets may be obtained at the following
locations:
Ironworkers Local No. 782
1115 Broadway
Paducah, Kentucky
Western Kentucky Construction Association
1930 North 13th Street

Paducah, Kentucky

..

Southern Illinois Builders Association
Lincoln Square Shopping Center

Marion, Illinois
2) Apprentice applicants must meet the
following:
A) Be at least 18 years of age;
B) Be a high school graduate or possess a G.E.D.;
C) Be physically able to perform all the work
required of the trade;
D) Satisfy the local training committee the applicant has the ability to master the
rudiments of the grade, including sufficient
educational preparation to complete
satisfactorily the required related instruction;
E) Complete and return application pockets in the
specified time as stated above.
3) Apprenticeship applicants who meet the above
qualifications and have submitted completed
pockets will be notified by mail, at their last
known address, of the time and place to appear,
for an interview.

Opening lead: Heart jack

FOOTNOTES,
EVEN
I DON'T UNDERSTAND A
WORD YOU'RE 5AYIN6...

SELECTION OF APPRENTICES SHALL BE MADE ON
THE BASIS OF QUALIFICATIONS ALONE, WITHOUT
REGARD TO AGE, RACE, CREED, COLOR, SEX,
RELIGION OR NATIONAL ORIGIN.
CALLOWAY COUNTY
TENNESSEE STATE LINE-MURRAY
ROAD

11,0

YOU KNOW

AUNT FRITZI,
PLEASE GIVE
ME $3.85

I WON'T
GIVE YOU
THAT

MUCH

The Bureau of Highways is planning to proceed with the development Of the proposed
replacement of two bridges and approaches
at Middle Fork of Clarks River. Since approval has been requested and received from
the Commissioner of Highways for the design
proposed for this project, the Bureau of
Highways will begin work on the nextphase of
engineering necessary for the development of
this project.

BUT ITS THE
AMOUNT OF
IOU'S YOU
LEFT IN MY
PIGGY BANK

140

ADLJR
DOG IS PREuuPICEP
A6AINST BLACKS

rm

SITTING WERE \

DRINKiNG A BEER,
MINDIN6 MY OWN
ISUSINE94AND WE
KEEPS
GROWLING
AT ME-

U.11La12

piekomooci,rti TAKING1
SOME MONEY TO
.PAY THE
MILKMAN

v1s4AT r-IAPPENED lt)
THE 420 I GAVE
`rOU YESTERDAY?

...`110LJ'RE DRINKING
OUT OF 1419

Calloway County, FSP 018 0641 005-006 029 D;
00BRF 06411 008, Tennessee State Line - Murray Road (US 641). Project consists of
replacement of two bridges and approaches
at Middle Fork of Clarks River approximately 0.2 mile south of SUL OF MURRAY.
This project has been declared a Categorical
Exclusion and as such does not require the
preparation of a formal environmental statement. Maps, plans and other relevant project
data are available at the Bureau of Highways
District Office at Reiciland between the hours
at 8:00 a.m. and 4:30 p.m., Monday through
Filday. Bureau personnel are available at the
District Office to discuss the proposed project, reply to questions and to provide information to all interested persom
Charles J. Henry
Highway General Manger
Kentucky Department of Transportation

P.O. Box 3010
Paducah,Kentucky 42001

BID ANNOUNCEMENT
Bids wail* feceivetuntil 1:60.p.m. CDT
August 17, 1981 by I*. Stuart Poston,
Administrator of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, for completition of a
suite in the Professional Office Building.
Work will include sprinklers, mechanical,
electrical, Metal stud and sheet rock
work, floor tile, millwork, glass and
glosing, acoustical ceilings, and painting.
:Mons may be obtaimm.„04.Me. Poston'
office by making a $25.00 deposit, which
is refundable. A 5% bid bond or cashiers
check will be required with each bid.

2. Notice

WANT AD
CLASSIFICATIONS
Listed here is a ready reference
that will quickly help you locate
the classification you are looking
for

1. Legal Notice
2. Notice
3. Card of Thanks
4. In Memory
S. Lost and Found
S. Help Wanted
9. Situation Wanted
10. Bus Opportunity
11. Instructions
12. Insurance
13. For Sale or Trade
11. Want To Buy
15. Articles for Sale

16. Home furnishings
17. Vacuum Cleaners
11. Sewing Machines
19. Farm Equipment
20. Sports Equipment
21. Monuments
22. Musical
23. Exterminating

24. Miscellaneous
M. Business Services

26. TV-Radio
les
27. Mobile Ho
2$. Mob Home Rents
29. Heating-Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Want To Rent
32. Apts. For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34. Houses For Rent
35. Farms For Rent
36. For Rent Or Lease
37. Livestock-Supplies
31. Pets-Supplies
39. Poultry-Supplies
40. Produce
41. Public Sale
42. Home Loans
43. Real Estate
44. Lots For Sale
45. Farms For Sale
46. Homes For Sale
17. Motorcycles
I& Auto. Services
49. Used Cars
50. Used Trucks
51. Campers
52. Boats and Motors
53. Services Offered
54. For Trade
55. Feed And Seed
56. Free Column 0
SI: Wanted
Duc.
t4y%
4-Heavy
Lifetime Shocks

1:1.,vie
Installed
nly $49.00
ECONOMY TIRE
%
Er SERVICE
N.
753-8500
eidweimidwim{

r

Taking orders for fried pies.
436-5525 after noon.

A 14 Kt. GP chain will
be given away FREEwith the purchase of
any boot or shoe.

111111111111S
WESTERN
STORE
Olympic Shopplig Caster •
Open p.m. to p.m.

3. Card of Thanks
There are no words that can
express our appreciation to
the many friends,
neighbors, and relatives
who were so kind during
the sudden passing of our
roved one, Edward Morgan._
We are so grateful for all
the beautiful flowers, all
the food, prayers, and
everything. Special thanks
to Bro.s Jack Jones, Gerald
Owens, and Bro. Tate for
their comforting words, and
to the Masons, the singers,
and pallbearers, and to the

Max, Churchill Funeral
Home.
By wife, son, grandchildren,
mother, ,brothers, and
sisters.

BoY

9. Situ

2. Nolice
Charlie Brown Play School,
1617 W. Olive. Daily, $5.50
or hourly. $1.00. Call
753-7359.

III ks
&Wei
Refire'
0131.

5. Lost & Found
Lost, medium size black '
and tan Sheperd Collie,
male, wearing red collar
and togs. Reward. 7534769 any time.

Will work
Call 753-i
10:16

6. Help Wanted
Bus Driver wanted, 10 his
week, minimun wage. Send
resume to Box 1040-F,
Murray.
Help Wanted, Programer
Analyst. Minimum 1 year
experience, in RPG2 on
System 34. Moderate travel,
nationwide desireable.
Fringes and incentives are
excellent, salary negotiable.
Send confidential resume
to Tomorrow Systems, Inc.,
P.O. Box 31, Paris, TN
38242,
Need reliable person to stay with 2 children in my
home, and do light
housekeeping. Must have
references and experience.
Call 753-6050 between, A
9:30 and 5:00. After 5 p.m. •
call 753-9927.
Office nurse for local
established physician. Must .7
be able fo do Yenipuncture, EKG, and urinal lab
work, or be.willingto learn. •
Send resume to P.O. Box
1040-H, Murray, KY.
Radiology
Registered
Technolo_gist for modern
radiology department of
218 bed hospital. Competetire salary and fringes.
Contact Personnel Office,
Murray Calloway Co. Hospital, 502-753-5131.
'Secretary. general secretary
skills, 60 words a minute.
typing, $3.35 -per-hour
starting salary, full time.
Persounel.
Action
753-6532.
Wanted, responsible lady to
do part time domestic
work References required.
753-0428.
_
Wendy's of Murray now

Christms
August.
money ru
Murray,
Paducah.

Piano le
the very
Openings
ginners
Karen G r
appointm

12.Ins

14715
Baby fur
-8345.
Cesna 15
model, j
Willing ti
753-3563
Used funr
ces also
Call 435Wanted:
books. $:
be in
condition
AM-1 PM
571H
8 ft. Ty
glass ft
across thi
veg. box
$200.
condition

Collector
land, set
numbers.
chero,
753-079(
For Sal
cleaning,
Sears
condition
lay-out *
and acci
and spri
antique ri
English ci
like-new
backed
humidifie
Call 753For sale,
plies. I
dishes,
lots of a
436-5525
Ladies cli
38-44, sla
Call 753-E
Two Bt
machines
Barrel cf
speakers;
low milea,
Wall hun
stereo, N
jacket,
uniform. I

accepting applications for
manager and manager
trainee. Apply in person
daily between 2:00 and5:00 p.m.

9.Situation Wanted
College student seeking
part time employment.
Good, reliable worker.
Flexible hours. 767-4094
after 6 p.m.
I will babysit in my home,
next to Robinson School,
from when school is out
until they are picked up.
Call 753-4416.
Will babysit evenings and
weekends. 795-1139.

McDONALDS
is now accepting
applications for
employment. Days
nights
and
available. Apply in
person between 24 p.m. McDonald's 107 N.
12th, Murray.

• w
ED
TALENT FOR TELEVISION AND
RADIO COMMERCIALS AND
MODELING

3 couch
conditioi
separately
753-0211
Cherry is
$175. Call
Fripdaire
condition.
Vinyl wall
stock va
single ri
single rol
The St
Company.
Nuo

All
ages
are
invited
to
tryout...children...adults. (10 winners to
be selected). Tryouts will be easy! Contestants will be asked to say a few words
before a ty camera. Video lopes will be
judge:Lily. professionals. Tryouts__ to be
held -in. downtown Paducah, Kentucky
Friday and Saturday, August7 and 8. Contestants' must pick up an application at
participating downtown Paducah rnerand con/plate by August 5th. Cornpietist! applications may be mailed to the
Paducah Area Chamber of Commerce,
P.O. Box 810, Paducah. KY 42001.

The Pistol
a feeling
variety,
registratio
Kentucky.
Store, 9
Hopki nsvi I
164-117
12-5,(502

WANTED
CHILDREN
Vocalise Bible School
COLDWATER BAPTIS'.1
Waal

latenrk
*diver
Po*.
263 S.

AwaitIOne*Avg.7;
..•8 to 11:011 SAL
Calls 00-1646;49011711;4314236
•
«re
•
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9. Situation Wanted a Musical
PIANOS-ORGANS
WE toe, sae er two
chlkiree I aty home.
Reformat. Cal 733°131.
Will work on lawn mowers
Call 753-0751

10. Business
Opportunity

Vow comb»
Keyboard °odor

Saks-Rentals
Mask Lessons

CLAYTOIIS
753-7575

AVON
Christmas selling starts in Peavey Musician, series
August. Start to make 400, guitar amplifier. Call
437-4349.
money now. Call 753-5750, 1=111111111=11migigar
Murray, or 443-3366,
FOR SALE
Paducah
SPINET-CONSOLE
11. Instructions
PIANO BARGAIN
Wanted: Responsible
Piano lessons. Classes for
party to take over low
the very young, ages 4-6.
monthly payments on
Openings for older bespinet piano. Can be
ginners and adults. Call
seen locally. Write credit
Karen Greer, 759-4410, for
manager P.O. Box 537
appointment.
Shelbyville,Ind.46176

23. Exterminating

14. Want To Buy

Kelley's Termit
& Pest Control

PS... 13 Dig
•
Baby furniture. Call 7538345.
24. Miscellaneous.
Cesna 150, 57 through 60
model, pull type starter. 30 gal. aquarium with
Willing to pay $3000. Call gravel, filter, heater, and
other accessories. - Call
753-3563.
489-2839 after 6 p.m.
applianfurniture
and
Used
ces also yard sale leftovers. Antiques, collectables, salvage, and junk. No charge
Call 435-4555.
for lay-aways. We buy, sell,
Wanted: Your old comic or trade most anything.
books. $20 per 100, must Paris Landing Country
be in at least good Store, open 7 days a week,
condition. Call between 9 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. On Hwy
AM-1 PM, 753-3574.
199 across from Paris
15. Articles For Sale Landing State Park. 9018 ft. Tyler freezer, with 642-8119.
glass front and_ mirror Building slightly damaged
across the back, 8300. 6 ft. at factory; all parts accounveg. box with 4 glass doors, ted for. All structural steel,
$200. Both in good carries full factory guarantee. Smallest building
condition. 1-382-2479.
Collector prints, Ken Hol- approx. 1200 sq. ft. Will
land. series no. 1, mixed sell cheap. Call Alfred
numbers. 1979 Ford Ran- Mancowski, toll free, 1-800Call 248-0065 or 1-800-248chero,
sharp.
0321.
753-0790.
For Sale: Sears self- Excess and Salvage
cleaning, ceramic-top stove; materials, ceramic floor
Sears 9000 BTU air- tile, kitchen counter tops,
conditioner; H-0 train old cabinet base, Colmon
lay-out with four engines stove,?arrell pump,
and accessories; mattress louvere shutters. 100 Amp
and springs; boy's bike: fuse box, misc fuse boxes,
antique roll-top lady's desk; storm and screen doors,
English coal bin and shovel window sash and doors.
like-new modern high- One large sign with lights,
backed
desk
chair; 100 watt mobile liner, CB
humidifier; child's desk. antenna with cable. Harmon Malone Construction
Call 753-9650.
at Drive In Theater.
For sale, Restaurant supplies. Paper products. Peaches for sale, $10 a
dishes, glasses, platters, bushel. Call 436-5427.
lots of miscellaneous. Call Remington manual cash
iegister, new. Very rare. Call
436-5525 after noon.
Ladies clothes, large sizes 435-4579.
38-44, slacks, tops, dresses. 26.111-Radio
Call 753-8236.
Two Burroughs adding
machines, prime condition.
Barrel chair, golf bag, 4
speakers; 1966 Oldsmobile,
(Boarcat)
low mileage. 753-7340.
CLAYTONS
Wall hung fireplace, G.E.
(epos until 7 p.m.)
stereo, Murray High band
jacket, complete Flag
Stereo system, complete
uniform. Call 753-4768.
component. Excellent con16. Home
ditionlall,753-8726.

SAVE 25%
SCANNERS

Furnishings 27. Mobile Homes
For Sale

3 couches, all in good
condition. Will sell
separately, $30 each. Call
753-0211 after 6 p.m.
Cherry table and 4 chairs.
$175. Call 753-0778.
Frigadaire dryer in good
condition. Call 492-8897.
Vinyl wall paper Buy-Out. In
stock values to $13.95,
single roll, now $4.99
single roll, while it lasts.
The Sherwin__ Williams
Company.

20. Sports
Equipment
The Pistol People: Invest in
a feeling of security, largest
variety, lowest priced, no
registration or red tape in
Kentucky. Country Boy
Store, 9 miles west of
Hopkinsville junction KY
164-117. Hours 8-5, Sunday
12-5,(502)885-5914.

;
•

69 model 48x12'. See at
Riviera Cts. Lot 3. 753-6087
after 5.00.

28. Mobile Homes
For Rent
12x50' all electric mobile
home, 2 miles east of
Murray. $130 per-firofith
rent, $100 deposit. Call
753-9829.
2 bedroom trailer for rent.
$90 per month. 4 miles
South of Murray. Deposit
and references required.
753-6753.
Completely furnished 2
/
2
bdrm. mobile home 21
miles east of town. $110
per month, deposit. Coleman Real Estate. 753-9898.
Two bedroom trailer near
Murray, no pets. Call
489-2611.

OPENING SOON
Golden Corral
Family Steak House
Interviewing for moot Mt.* coeks, dishwashers,
iraltressos, Iwo people, cashiers, food prep
people. Apply I perm* Berea. Manpower Services
203 S.
*Array hotness a... to 12
Moo* and Tuesday Awe 3rd sad 416.

IP X 310

28. Mobile Homes
Real Estate
34, Houses For Rent 43.
For Rent 3 Bedroom, 2 bath brick
BARGAINS
home, stove, refrigerator,
2 or 3 bedroom, furnished
or unfurnished, new carpet,
new furniture, central air,
gas heat, underpinned May
be seen at Shady Oaks
753-5209 or 753-2876.

la. Real Estate

a.c., and *id hook-up.
Lake front cottage.
Newly decorated. Walk to
rooms and both
Four
MSU campus. Lease and
on main lake
Located
security deposit required.
water.
deep
Call 753-1995 or (901)683Also
7370, 9 am til noon.
bedroom home,
Three
29. Heating-Cooling 3 Bedroom brick, 2 baths, carport and garage
formal living and dining
We repair and clean rooms. Den with fireplace,
located 10 miles
air-conditioners. We also central heat and air, Double
west, with or without
buy used air-conditioners. garage with outbuildings.
acreage. Make Offer.
Dill's Electric, 753-9104
House has over 2600 sq. ft.
7$3411111
Is in excellent condition
30. Business Rental and location. Call Strout
•
N.
Realty, 753-0186.
& PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
3 Bedroom house newly
decorated; air-conditioners,
garden spot. No pets. Four
miles west of Murray. $225 Hemmed In? The open
per month. Call 753-4406 spaciousness of this one
floor plan makes the kitor 435-4119.
chen, dining area, and liv3 bedroom frame house at ing room practically one
133 North 9th St. Call huge room with beamed
FOR RENT 1 759-4784.
cathedral ceiling and inbuilding.
Office
For rent, 3 bedroom, 2 bath direct lighting. The 3
Ideal location. 603
house. Suitable for 3 bedrooms are in a quiet
S. 4th St. Phone
students; $100 each, plus separate wing. Add 1 and
522-8469.
deposit. 6 miles from '4 baths. This home has an
Murray and 2 miles from assumable loan...priced in
the low 40's. Call 753lake.
436-2240, 436-5455.
31. Want To Rent
1492...Offered by Century
House in country, east of House, approx. 8 miles 21 Loretta Jobs, Realtors.
Murray, off main roads. from Murray, east of old
Reasonable rent. Call 753- Almo. 2 bedrooms, $150
Perth= & Merman
month, $100 deposit. Call
7164.
ignorance
753-1680.
32. Apts. For Rent
Real Estate
Nice 2 bedroom furnished
Seeded& Court Sq.
1 Bedroom furnished apt., house, 2 miles from town.
Niarray, Kentucky
private entrance and Washer/dryer. No pets.
driveway. No children or 753-4110.
753-4451
pets. 753-3019.
Three bedroom house near
1 Bedroom apt., $80. 2 Ky lake, . completely furBedroom apt.,. $100 per nished. Includes washer
-month. Water, stove, re- and dryer $200. Deposit
frigerator, air-conditioner required. 753-8964 after 5
furnished. At Lynn Grove. Pm.
753-78-74.
BOYDNIAJORS
Two-bedroom unfurnished
REAL ESTATE
1 Bedroom apartment, near house. Married couple, no
753-8080
M.S.U. 753-3134.
pets, gas heat. 759-4401.
Professional Services
1 bedroom furnished apart- 36. For Rent Or
With The Friendly Touch"
ment, 1 block from
For Lease MINI -FARM
Campus, $140 per month.
10level acres, mostly
Water furnished. No pets. Extra nice 3 bedroom house
tendable,on blacktop
Available now. Call 753- located in Murray, $495 per
N.E. of Murray.
1203.
month. Security deposit
Well-contructed one2 Bdrm. apart. furnished or and 1 year lease required,
no
pets.
436-2935
or
Call
owner
2 B.R. home,
unfurn. New carpet. Adults,
electric
heat,
no pets. Lease and deposit 753-08.39.
draperies, range, air
required. Call 753-9208 af. For Lease: 2 Bdrm duplex
conditioner included.
4 p.m.
apartments. Central heat/Also wood space
air,
carpets.
Man
and
wife,
2 bedroom furnished. No
heater
for economy.
or
lady
teacher.
Call
pets, deposit and reLarge
garage and
753-8067.
492-8850,
or
ferences required. 753implement shed,
8731.
37. Livestock stock barn, well
-2 bedroom apartment,
Supplies house, additional
kitchen appliances furbuildings. 900'
nished. $210 a month. Call 2 brand new saddles. May
highway frontage.
Sycamore,
be
seen
at
1400
753-3465.
Only $49,900 Will
or call 753-8849.
Two apartments furnished,
consider
trade for ciincluding all utilities. Near 38. Pets-Supplies
tYProPerty.
University. Also, 1 bedroom AKC German Shepherd
furnished house. 753-3984. puppies. 28 champions in 5
COMMERCIAL
All electric apartment near generations. Also registered
108 N. 15th St. ComUniversity. Ideal for 2 girls. Eskimo Spitz puppies.
Utilities furnished, $170 502-554-2153.
mercial over 10,000
per month. Call 753-9829.
For sale: AKC registered
sq. ft. under roof.
Brick building could
Efficiency apartment. $120 Boxer puppies, 12 wks. old.
Call
354-8276.
be used for many difper month, $120 deposit.
ferent business.
Call 753-9829.
Registered English Setter
Extra nice unfurnished 2 pups, Championship blood /Could be financed to
right party. Exbedroom apartment. Kit- lines. Females $50, males
cellent location.
chen appliances furn., $75. Danny Bauell, 4928607.
Nights,
753-5169.
central heat/air, carpeted,
w/d hookup. Lease and 40. Produce
deposit required. No pets; Courtland Apples for sale.
no college students. 759- Tucker Orchard, Landfill Horse County- 10 acres or
park your mobile home and
1750.
Rd. Call 489-2467 to enjoy this country setting.
For rent, available August reserve order.
Acreage completely fenced,
16th, 2 bedroom, extra 41. Public Sale
well and septic innice, in Westwood Subdivicluded...convenient locaGarage Sale, Friday and tion between Mayfield
sion. Call 753-3966.
Saturday, at '2, Dill's Trailer Murray. Take a look and
Furnished extra nice large 3 Park, entrance of Murray
today.
room apartment. University Drive-In. Household and Offer by CENTURY 21,
couple or Graduate student auto items, and tools. 9 til Loretta Jobs,.Realtors...7531492.
prefered. Heat, water fur- 5
nished. No pets or children.
Private, quiet. 753-1299 Of Garage sale: 2 party, 1511
Belmont. Girls and womens
753 3913.
clothes, toys, and numerous
Furnished apartment, $90 household items. No sales
month. Call 753-5290 or before 8 a.m. July 31 and
753-9318.
August 1,8 a.m.-6 p.m.
Apartments for rent, near
sale,
NEW
downtown Murray. 753- Gigantic 5 party yard
19th St. Friday and
804
N.
GATESBOROUGH
4109, or 436-2844.
Saturday, 7 to 5.
LISTING
One or two bedroom duplex 43. Real Estate
Economical three
apartment. 414 S. 10th,
bedroom home only
Murray. 492-8225.
Appralsels - Comthree years old.
citing - Management
Small furnished apartment
Home has been
and Sales.
Married couple only. No
meticulously main
pets, no children. See at
RON TALENT
tented both inside
407 S. 8th.
REALTOR
and out, has heat
Top quality 2 *Doom
753001
pump heating and
duplex, ce t Alteat and
cooling system,large
air,
i
ner, stove, Figures Don't Lie. $8.80 per
two car garage with
refn
or. Energy ef- sq. ft. makes this 2500 sq.
storage area and atfi
ft. house the best buy in
. Call 753-6291.
tractively priced at
town.
House i unfinished
Iwo Bdrm. dupli‘ in
only $62,500. Phone
Westwood SubdivOtiOis- so you can add your own
753-1222 Kopperud
personal
touches
and
hwasher, '
refrig.,
Realty for real serenergy ef- decorating ideas. See this
disposal.
vice in Real Estate.
today
Call
Spann
Realty
ficie_nt
month. AvailaNEAR
bleligt. 1st. Ph. 753-3742 Associates, 753-7724
UNIVERSITY
or 305-792-5565. .
Very attractive brick
- No. 335. Each
TRIPLEX
ming
l
home on quiet street
unit hes range,refrigerator,
33. Rooms for Rent air
conditioner. City water,
near
University.
sewer. One 4-room apartFurnished room for rent. 1
New heat pum
ment, two 3-room apartblock from MSU. Living
ents. 4 baths in building
heating and cooling
room, kitchen, and laundry
10000 lot Is on paved road,
system,
fireplace
short
university,
near
facilities available. Wall to
distance to town center
den. Extremely
wait carpet. Boys only. $50
1150,i00 price; passable(ironeconomical utility
per month. Phone 759us, loVely tre
4538.
STROUT REALTY
1
shaded lot. Offered in
Room and board for 2
Jae L. Kennon ftmitvr
the $40's. Kopperud
people at A-14, Fox
111112(2oldwakt Rd
Realty, 711 Main
Meadows, $300 for both,
753-0186 Anytime)
treet.
$150 each Call 753-2219

I

fmnol

753-8080

dir,

46. Homes For Sale 49. Used Cars

6 Room frame house near
hospital. Priced to sell 1._
1979
Oldsmobile
753-6571
Doke Royal, 4 door
Sodom, local, owe
Brick house, 2 yrs old 3
bdrms.. 2 baths, formal
owner.
dinning room, large den, 2
PURDOMS
car garage, concrete drive,
OLDSMOBILE
large patio, house has many
Too Ars
PONTIAC
extras. Owner will consider
WIAT - 3 Kopperud
financing,
see
at
1809
CADILLAC
Realty Open Houses.
Wiswell Rd. or call 753W11131 - Sunday AfW. Male
1406
0839 or 436-2935
ternoon 2-4 p.m.
733-5313
By Owner: 1505 Oak Drive.
- 1522
with 1400 plus sq. ft.
BV
London Dr. - 1 543
living area, fully carpeted, 3 50. Used Trucks
Canterbury Dr. -bedrooms, built-in kitchen 1951 Willis jeep CJ3-A, 4
523 Brood.
and family room combina- wheel dr., original 4
Come on by these 3
tion, living room, utility, cylinder engine. 436-2840
lovely homes. Phone
one large bath, lots of
753-1222 for more
storage. Low $40's Call 76 Datsun pickup, low
information.
753-9818. Must see to mileage, factory air Sharp.
753-1729 after 5 p.m.
appreciate.
HOP,SKIP,& JUMP
Campers
51.
For sale: 3 bedroor7 arck
To the shopping
Penny-Airport
on
Rd.
Built17
ft.
travel trailer, sleeps
areas from this very
in dishwasher. Mid 30's. 6, fully equiped $1200
convenient location.
489-2391.
Call 489-2450.
This is a very special
bath
3 bedroom, lit
For sale by owner, six room 52. Boats and
home with extra
brick house. 2 bedrooms.
Boat Motors
garage, on corner lot.
large closets. New
78x187'. In quiet re- 12 ft. semrwee aluminum
carpet in living room
sidential neighborhood. boat in excellent condition.
and hall and new
Walking distance to shop- Also, M-30 Pflueger trolling
kitchen.
A,
vinyl in
ping center. Call 753-1276. motor, battery and charger.
very well built home.
Owner is leaving
For sale by owner: Attrac- Very reasonably priced. Call
town, make an offer.
tive 2 bedroom frame house 759-4655.
in Panorama Shores. Newly 14' John boat with a 10
Price reduced to
decorated on corner lot. h.p. Evinrude motor. Also,
$43,500. Contact KopShade, fruit trees, garden trolling motor and trailer.
perud Realty in the
spot, fully insulated. AC., $725. Call 753-7908.
House
White
electric heat, stove flue, 16' Glastron, walk-thru
Building,711 Main.
washer/dryer hook-up. windshield, topside curCommunity water, block tains, power tilt, 60 hp
and /
1
2 from lake. Ideal for
Building lot, 11/i
Evinrude, heavy duty trailer.
retired couple. Clean as a good condition. $2300
acres. Reduced for
pin! Priced $28,500. firm. 753-0004 days, 753quick sale. Owner
Shown by appointment 9274 after 5 pm.
leaving town.
only. Call 436-5830.
• Shiest Waldrop
1970 Mach I, good condiPrice Reduced
KO Wets
tion. 502-928-2484.
For sale by owner, , 2
bedroom frame house, with 23 foot Sail boat fully
goer
7 acres of land, of which 5 equtpted, free sailing
714-1797
is in woods. Recently lessons to non sailors. See
Warehouie on Railroad redecorated, carpet Jay at Ky Lake State Park
Ave., 1400 sq. ft. Fenced in throughout. Two out- Marina or call 1-502-821buildings, one can be used 5762.
lot. Call 753-9400.
for workshop. Located in Boat motor, 1978 90 h.p.
Lynn Grove Community. Call Mercury. Power tilt and
43,-T
753-8729.
trim; less than 100 hours of
use. $1600. 753-0078.
47. Motorcycles

53. Services Offered
Air-conditioning and Well
Pump Repair Electrical
Work, New or Repair Call
753-9856 or after 5 P M
753-8526
Asphalt driveways and
parking lots sealed by
Sears. For free estimate!
call 753-2310.
Carpenter, 30 years ex
perience Call 436-2253
Aluminum Service
aluminum and
siding, custom
work References_
Will Ed Bailey
0689

o.,
vinyl
trim
Call
753-

Concrete and block, brick
work Basements, driveways. storm cellars, porches. 20 years experience.
753-5476
Dale Spenser's portable
sand blasting and painting.
Call 753-5198 or 753-6626.
Fence sales at Sears now.
Call Sears, 753-2310 for
free estimate for your
needs.
Guttering by Sears. Sears
continuous gutters installed
per your specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate
Heating, refrigeration, and
electrical repair Bob's
Refrigeration Service.
Hazel, KY, 498-8370 or
753-7829. Bobby Lockhart.
I do custom combiningcorn or beans. Call 4354429.
JOHN LANE'S SEPTIC TANK
CLEANING. 24 hour service,
also instalation of septic
tanks and backhoe work.
Call 753-8669 or 436-5348.
Johnson's Electric. Commercial and residential
wiring, gas installed and
repairing. 753-7203.
Mobile Auto Medic
Murray's first mobile auto
service. All work performed
by certified mechanic. Call
Don Page, 759-4540
753-1222
1974 850 Norton Com- 53. Services Offered Carpet Cleaning. Clean,
Homes FOR siviric
mando, $1000. Call 759- AAA CUSTOM MADE odor free carpet; looks
4535 after 5.
CABINETS, bookcases, better and lasts longer.
FIVE BEDROOM
music centers, etc. Don't settle for surface
1976
Honda
1000,
Gold,15,
HOME
Reasonable. 436-2566.
cleaning. Insist on steam
700
miles,
$1800.
Call
Located on a tree
759-4448.
ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING cleaning and get all the
shaded lot near the
dirt. Call Jeff's Carpet1976 Honda, gold wing, full or vinyl siding and trim. Cleaning.
old city park. This
Experienced, reAluminum
trim
for
brick
dress. Call 753-5923.
remolded older home
houses. Jack Glover. 753- liable. 753-9826.
offers comfortable, 1979 400 XS Yamaha.
1873.
Need work on your trees?
economical family
Local, well maintained.
Topping, pruning, shaping,
GENERAL
HOME
REPAIR.
living. Fireplace in
miles.
3800
Call 753-8463.
complete removal and
the living room, for- His and Her Hondas. 250 15 years experience carpen- more. Call
BOYER'S TREE
concrete,
plumbing,
try,
mal dining room, XL, approx. 3000 miles.
SERVICE for professional
roofing,
siding.
things
central gas heat, and
Nearly new 125 XL, less
tree care, 753-8536
full basement are a than 100 miles. Sell both around the home. Free
small.
estimates!
No
job
too
Now open! Doug Jones
few of the features ot for $1150. Call 762-2446 or
days 474-2359, 474- Electric, Airport Rd. ReCall
this roomy home. Of- evening 436-2591.
2276 evenings.
sidential work. Guaranteed,
fered through Kop48.
Auto.
Services
K & K Stump Removal. Do free estimates. Call 753perud Realty,753you need stumps removed 9555.
1222.
from
your yard or land Painting and Decorating
KEY
cleared
of stumps? We can Interior and Exterior, 10
OUR PRIDE,YOUR
AUTO PARTS
remove stumps up to 24" years experience. I take the
JOY
315$. doh St.,
below the ground, leaving time to do the lob right.
Home and 75 acres
Omer,KeessibT
only sawdust. and chips. Call 759-1692. •
just short distance
'firs.,
Call for free estimate, Bob
from town. Modern
wheel severs,'awls
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob Professional paperhanging,
painting, farm buildings,
three bedroom, two
Kemp, Jr. 435-4319.
accessories. 24 hoer
top. sides. Commercial or
bath home, fireplace
few's... Also a cow
MITCHELL BLACKMPPI NG. residential. Call Tremon
with new insert with
ploto Nail of 'soil
Commercial
and residen- Farris. 759-1987
blower, several outauto parts._
tial. Also patching, sealing,
buildings, and 65
7534500
and striping. For estimates Small block brick and stone
acres of very produclaying lobs Also concrete
call 753-1537.
tive land. Owner
finishing, some carpenter
49. Used Cars
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS work 30 years experience
financing available
underpinning, roof's sealed, 759-1920
to qualified buyer.
1978 Comoro, nice
patio awnings. and house Warning!
Phone any member
Don't read this
coadItion, rims great,
roofs for mobile
type
of the Kopperud
unless you're in need of
AM radio, power
homes.
753-1873.
Jack
Realty Home Team
roofing, carpentry. or elecsteering, power
Glover
for all the infortrical work. New or repair
brakes, sir, initonsetk
MOBILE HOME REPAIR. In- All guaranteed Call Joe.
maton. 753-1222.
305 VS, 24 pies mpg.
stalling tie .downs, under- 753-9226 for free estimate.
/1111111=mommh
highway, 17 city, new
pinning, roofing. installing
-44. Lots For Sale
tires, wow brakes,
doors and windows. Also Wet basemenT? -We make
Nags. $4200.00 or
3 adjoining lots in Marshall
build porches and patios. wet basements dry, work
offer.
Co. Restricted water and
roesonabie
best
Call 753-6973_ Free completely guarenteed. Call
sewer. $2500 each. Call
753-4094.
estimates! No job too or write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2. Box
437-4760.
small!
409A. Paducah, KY 42001
Beautiful lot, Anderson 1975 Mercury Bob Cat, 6 APPLIANCE SERVICE
or call day or night.
Shores. Corner of Cross cylinder. automatic. 17 Kenmore,
Whirlpool, 1-442-7026.
Spann and Cindy Dr. m.p.g. city. Extra nice. Call Westinghouse. Experienced
$1700. 502-886-6358.
independent Service. Bobby Will do concrete work
492-8897.
753-3111 after 4 00.
Hopper, 753-4872.
45. Farms For Sale
1975 Triumph Spitfire
haul driveway white
-Will
-If country living is your convertible. Nice condition, Air-conditioners, dryers, rock and Ag lime, also have
pleasure, come and take a well lent, many new parts, washers, -and freezers any type of brown or white
repaired. Call 759-1322
look at this. Priced at Only $2700. 753-8425,
pea gravel Also do backhoe
$31,975, this 2 bedroom 1977 Olds Starfire. 47,000 All of your plumbing and work. Call Roger Hudson.
home is on 6 acres, with a miles, new paint, excellent air-conditioning needs Also 753-4545 or 753-6763
2 bedroom unfinished shape. Call 759-4540.
do carpentry, painting, Will sharpen hand saws and
apartment, 24 x 24 stable
roofing, and concrete All skill saws. 753-4656,
1978
Olds
Cutlass
with loft, smoke house,
work done to satisfaction
Yard Mowing.jilost city lots
pump house and several Supreme Blue, good condi- 753-9822
tion
753-5439
$600 Also Veeding Call
sheds. All with concrete
[
1:00C1N4
753-3058 before 9 am
floors • and electricity. Call 1979 4 door Chevette
759-1675 after 2 p m
& Slikeiples
Spann Realty Associates, excellent condition $5000
AN work
Call 767-2555
753-7724.
56. Free Column
46.-Homes For Sale 1979 Chevette, automatic, isisr•a4••4. Iris free 6 week old mixed
au-conditioned. Excellent
Call 7511-111.5•••
breed puppies, Small _dogs
-condition, well taken care
73345111
Call 1532504.
, of. 19.000 miles
767-2555.
MUST SELL
76 Grand Prix,- two-tone
Two bedroom
red, low mileage, excellent
225 L. P. Miller St. (sc,... how Comostwati Cssitsil
mobile home oo
condition, power windows
Specializing in Senior Citizens
beautiful shocks' and doors, cruise, tilt
germ:.
gall
furnished
wheel,
AM./FM
Hoses
..
laft '•
436-2682.
and washer
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
Race car. 65 Chevrolet For
dryer hookup.
8-12 753-3685
more information, call
753-8090
or
7 5 3- 1 2 1 7
For Appointment
(901)232-8372
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argued, "will weaken" the school
because inflation has already cut expense accounts considerably He added that -athletic cuts need to be approached."
Regent Bill Morgan of Benton, who
is a brigadier general in the Air Force
Reserve, was in training in Buloxi,
Miss., and could not attend the
meeting.
The regents unaninimously passed
a motion to review the second section
of Curris' budget-cut plan, which includes recommendation items and
discussion items regarding the
$426,000 which remains to be cut. The
motion also states the board intends to
explore the possibility of going int%
reserve funds to make up the difference.
Jim Hall, vice president for administrative services, estimated the
school's reserve funds to be about $1.9
million. Reserve funds are normally
used to TeliChase equipment, make
major renovations, and other nonrecurring expenditures.
Recommendation items of the plan
include the establishment ix a
"unified and strong development program to raise funds from the private
sector." Curris stated in the plan he
hoped the Sept. 26 joint meeting of the
MSU Foundation board of trustees
and the Alumni Association executive
committee will "be the first step
toward the realization of this goal."
The second recommendation is that
the school seek a renegotiation of its
contract with the Murray Electric
System. He said Murray State's financial condition "is such that immediate
relief is needed through a contract

amendment
payments."

reducing

our fixed

The final part of the president's
plan names several items for discussion. He said he has appointed a 15member task force to review these
and other items by looking at budget
priorities and "soliciting recommendations and reactions from the university community." The task force is
charged with preparing recommendations to submit to the board and its
budget committee.

• closing of the Welt Kentucky
Livestock and Expositiori Center. This
would save $40,000 annually, Curris'
plan states.
• expansion of the student
workforce instead of one which consists mostly of full-time employees.
• a review of the summer school
Program.
• academic program eliminations
and the amount of state funds subsidized for the intercollegiate athletic
program. The plan says the program
eliminations "must be instituted" to
comply with the Council on Higher
Education. Athletic expenditures are
currently being considered by the
board's intercollegiate athletic committee and a campus task force.
Curris said a list of the committee
members will be made public some
time next week because all appointees
have not been contacted.

J. C. Hale, 54,
Dies Today At
Local Hospital
J. C. Hale,54, of 628 Broad
St., Murray, died at 2:25
a.m. Saturday at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

Students In Kentucky Need
Help In Language,Spelling
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
— Tests given Kentucky
public school students in four
grades last spring indicate
they need the greatest help
in language expression and
spelling.
However, the vast majority of the nearly 200,000
students in the third, fifth,
seventh and tenth grades
scored better than the national average in six major
areas of basic learning
skills.
The results from the third
year of testing under the
Educational Improvement
Act of 1978 were released
Friday by state Superintendent of Public Instruction
Raymond Barber. While the tests can be used
to compare the performance
of Kentucky students against
student performance nationwide, their main purpose is
to identify students with
weaknesses in the basic learning areas.
Students who scored below
average on the tests will be
given further diagnostic
tests and remedial help this
fall.
As in the first two years of
the test, scores were better
in the elemetary grades and
declined steadily for the
seventh and tenth grades.
The largest number of
students who will be retested this fall were in the
10th grade, where 10,134, or
21 percent, scored below
average in language expression.
Tenth graders also did not

Hale was employed by the
state highway department
The discussion items are:
and was a member of the
and Poplar Church
Seventh
• adoption of selective admissions
of Christ.
standards. The plan states that
Survivors are his wife,
$250,000 of the budget supports
Mrs. Norma Jean Jewell
developmental or remedial education
Hale, to whom he was marservices. These services are
ried Dec. 28, 1948; one
necessary, Curris says, "in light of
daughter, Mrs. Tommy
the open-door admissions policy."
(Suzanne) Schroeder, Route
5, Murray; and one grandegents...(Continued From Page 1)
daughter,Stacy Schroeder.
• appointed Evelyn Bradley as inagreement with the Boy Scouts of
Other survivors include
America which would establish their terim chairman and associate pro- two sisters, Mrs. Ruth
national museum in the former Stu- fessor of the psychology department. Schmidt, Troy, Mich., and
dent Union Bldg. on the school's cam- Bradley, who has been at MSU since
Mrs. K. D. Farley, Peoria,
1966, was hired at a yearly salary of Ill.; half brother, Buddy
pus.
The museum will be run by a 12- 826,000.
Dunn, Michigan; half sister,
• granted tenure to Dr. Robert
member board of directors, comprisMrs. Omie Merrell, Florida;
ed of four university representatives Goetz, assistant professor in the five stepsisters, Mrs. Dock
and four BSA representatives with the biology department. Goetz had gone Boggess, Route 3, Murray,
remaining four directors to be ap- before the board June 12 in a protest Mrs. Jim Hammon, Route 5,
pointed by those eight board of the university tenure policy.
Murray, Mrs. Etta Dick and
• received a formal appeal for
members.
Mrs. Flossie Byerly, Route
The president also announced the tenure from Dr. Don Johnson, a 6, Murray, and Mrs. Pauline
engineering technology program at biology professor who works at the
Romero, Florida; and two
MSU has received professional ac- Hancock Biological Station on Ken- stepbrothers, Guy Dunn,
tucky Lake. No action was taken on
creditation for a period of four years.
Route 6, Murray, and Rudy
the appeal.
In other action, the board:
Dunn,Mayfield.
Funeral services will be
held at 2 p.m. Monday in the
111111111".11/11111111111111111111111111111111111111
chapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral Home with
John Dale officiating. Burial
1h 4111
'ilO 1111
11111111
I
will be in Murray Memorial
11
Ger.:ens. Friends may call
mm11111111 1111116:111111111111111111111111111111111411111
11111111
111111111111111111111011111111 III
the funeral home after 3:30
Various churches in the ing, and crafts. Interested be donated by Frances Ross Billington as superintendent p.m.Sunday.
area have announced events, persons and families are in- in memory of her father, will be at 9:45 a.m.
Nursery workers will be
meetings, and services at vited to speak to the Vicar Giuseppi Fricia.
about an application.
Weekday masses will be at Lorene Smith, Roberta Hall,
the churches.
4:30 p.m. on Monday and Frances Wyatt, and Ruby
FIRST UNITED
Wednesday, at 5 p.m. on Seaford. For bus informaITH &POPLAR
ME'THOD1ST
Tuesday, and at 10 a.m. on tion call Don Hale,753-3063.
CHURCH OF CHRIST .
The Rev. Dr. Walter E. Thursday.
John Dale will speak on
MEMORIAL
'Keeping the 'Lock' in Mischke, Jr., will speak on
FIRST CHRISTIAN
BAPTIST
Wedlock" with scripture "A Vital Christian ExDiana Underwood will
-Conversations
At
from Ephesians 512-25 at perience" with scripture
the 8:30 and 10:40 a.m. ser- fom Luke 19:1-10 at the 8:45 speak on "The Abundant Calvary" with scripture
vices and on "The Two and 10:50 a.m. services on Life" with scripture from from Luke 23:32-47 will be.
Ways" with scripture from Sunday, Aug. 2, at the First Ephesians 3:14-20 at the the 10:50 a.m. sermon topic
10:45 a.m. services on Sun- and "Wisdom For Financial
Matthew 7:13-14 at the 6 pin. United Methodist Church.
Janice Bowling will sing a day, Aug. 2, at the First Success" with scripture
service on Sunday, Aug. 2.
Assisting in the services solo, "Eternal Life," at the Christian Church. Mrs. from Prov. 6:1-11, 12:11 will
will be Jerry Ainley, Jerry first service. The Chancel Underwood is the God Squad be the 7 p.m. sermon topic
for the Rev. Dr. Jerrell
Bolls, Kevin Garner, Jamie Choir, directed by Paul director for the church.
Assisting in the services White on Sunday, Aug. 2, at
Potts, Jerry Humphreys, Shahan with Bea Farrell as
Danny Cleaver, Charles organist, will sing the an- will be Dorothy Norris, the Memorial Baptist Chur•
Lamb, Joe Garland, Em- them,"The 100th Psalm," at Brent Boston, Auburn Wells, ch.
Norman Hale, Elmer ColLester Garland, deacon of
manuel Manners, Tommy the second service.
Church School will be at lins, Ron Gray, Sandy the week, will assist in the
Carraway, Mike Lyons,
Lorin Watson, Gene 9:45 a.m., Covenant Prayer Lucas, Benny Maddox, Jim service. Milton Gresham
will direct the music with
Roberts,James Herndon, Group will meet at 5:30 p.m., Stickler, John Pasco,Sr.
Larrie Clark will be the Margaret Wilkins as
Steve Steele, Ron McNutt, and a Homemade Ice Cream
choir director with Maxine organist and
Aubrey Hatcher, and Jack Feast will be held at6 p.m.
Michael
Clark as organist.
Rose.
Wilkins as pianist.
CHRISTIAN
Greeters will be Mr. and
The ordinance of The
SCIENCE
Mrs. Elmer Collins and Mr. Lord's Supper will be
ST. JOHN'S
"No power can withstand and Mrs. M. C. Ellis. Jewell observed' at the morning
EPISCOPAL
Ben Moore, Missy George, divine love." This statement Jones will be the church hour.
and Jeff Blodget, carrying from the Christian Science visitor for the week.
Church Teaching will be at
the cross and the flags, will textbook, Science & Health, The flowers on the commu- 9:40 a.m. and Church Trainlead the procession for the With Key to the Scriptures nion table will be in memory ing at 6 p.m. Volunteer
Eucharist at 9:45 a.m. on by Mary Baker Eddy, will be of Mr. and Mrs. Norman nursery workers will be DebSunday, Aug. 2, at St. John's included in the Bible lesson Robert by Mr. and Mrs. bie Wood, and Gayle, Angel,
sermon on "Love" to be read Frank Roberts.
Episcopal Church.
and Melissa Adams.
The Rev. David Robinson at the services at 11 a.m. on Sunday School will be at Nursery workers on July 26
will celebrate and preach. Sunday, Aug. 2, at the Chris- 9:30 a.m., Youth Groups will were Tommie and Patsy
meet at 5:30 for supper, and Carrico and Starkie and
Frank Blodget is the tian Science Society.
Sunday School is also held meetings of the God Squad Elaine Colson.
scheduled Chalice Bearer
and Odyssey Group will
and Elizabeth Whitmer will atIla.m.
meet at6 p.m.
be the lay reader.
ST.LEO'S
FIRST BAPTIST
Ann Harcourt and Patty
CATHOLIC
GRACE BAPTIST
Robinson will care for the
The guest speaker at the
The Rev. Martin Mattingly The Grace Baptist Church,
nursery:Mit Harcourt plans
10:45 a.m. and 7 p.m. serand
617 South Ninth Street, Murto distribute the August will speak on "Food
vices on Sunday, Aug. 2, at
Newsletter to those present Drink" with scripture from ray, will hear the Rev. R. J.
the
First Baptist Church will
Isaiah 55:1-3, Matthew 14:13- Burpoe,pastor, speak at the
for the service.
be Dr. D. M. Aldridge, presip.m.
6:30
at
masses
10:45 a.m. and 5:30 p.m. serA special letter has been 21 at the
dent of Clear Creek Baptist
received from Bishop David today and at 8 and 11 a.m. vices on Sunday, Aug.2.
School,Pineville.
Sunday,
Leland Peeler will direct
Reed inviting families to a and 4:30 p.m. on
Dr. Aldridge is a graduate
new program at All Saints' Aug. 2, at St. Leo's Catholic the music with Dwane Jones
of Southern Minois Universias organist and Terry
Camp and Conference Church.
ty and Southern Seminary.
Tony Montgomery will be Downey as pianist. The
Center, Leitchfield. Called
He has done graduate work
"A Weekend with the the minister for communion Choir will sing "The Old
at the University of Kenlecbe
will
Vella
Country Church" at the morBishop" it will begin with and Norma
tucky and the Latin
supper on Friday, Aug. 28 tor at the 11 a.m. mass. A ning hour, and the Youth
"t•
American Seminary in Costa
olds
Choir will sing at the evening
and features Saturday Bible nursery for 2 to 6 year
He
Rica.
holds
honorary
doc—Tti.n!Crnass. -Naar.
study as well as the usual ac- will be illhe
torates from Campbellsville
the altar will - Sunday School with Dan
for
Flowers
The San Sebastian • Model M900P—Features an FM/AM/
swimmtivities of boating,
and Cumberland College.
RF on
Stereo FM Tuner-Amplifier with tuning meter. TunedAutomatic
He and his wife, the - FM, Automatic.Freguency Control on FM, Hi Filter
Shut-off
Record Changer with Cue Control and automatic
former Kay Deakins, have
indicators.
.3-Track Tate Player with illuminating Program
tlYrinch
three sons.
Ouatity Speaker System with two
woofers and two 2-inch tweeters
The pastor, the Rev. Dr.
one
Bill Whittaker,is in Manaus,
ffiyerff The quality goes In before the name goes
Brazil with the 19 member
Audio...The Flipside of Zenith.
mission team from the local
church.
The Rev. G. T. Moody
associate pastor, and Alvie
Jones, deacon of the week,
will assist in the services.
Amy Gambrel' will sing a
solo, and Wayne Halley,
minister of music, will direct
4 door, automatic, with air conditioning, 4
the
Church Choir as they
cylinder, with front wheel drive, power
sing "Give Me Jesus" at the
steering and power brakes, white wall, radials
morning hour.
At the evening hour Mr.
with low mileage only $6500.00
Halley will sing a solo and direct the Men's 'Choir in
singing "Lord, I Want To Be
A Christian." Joan BowIter
!•••••-.A..4.--weefewerie7-ar.-will be organist and Martha
Moore will be pianist.
Sunday School will be at
9:30
a.m. and Church Train753-5273
ing at6 p.m. on Sunday.
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do as well in spelling, where
18.4 percent, or 8,59'7, scored
below average.
The greatest problem
areas for seventh graders
were expression and
language mechanics, and
14.8 percent will receive further testing in expression
and 14.7 percent in language
mechanics.
Fifth graders, who
represented the largest
group taking the test with
50,727, had the most trouble
with spelling. A total of 7,419
fifth graders,or 14.7 percent,
were below average.
In the third grade, 15 percent, or 7,862, will receive
further testing in spelling.

Seventh graders did the
best in spelling, where only
12.9 percent fell below
average, an improvement of
nearly 1.5 percent over 1980.
The total student scores 10
the third, fifth and seventh
grades exceeded the national norm in all of the
areas, while tenth graders
scored above the national
norm in all areas except
and
vocabulary
mathematics application.
The areas tested were
language
reading,
mechanics and expression.
spelling, mathematics and
reference skills.
This was the last year for
the current test.

KEEP THAT GREAT
GM FEELING WITH
GENUINE GM PARTS.

1980 Citation
4 Door, brown, light brown interior, power steering,
power brakes, air conditioned, AM-FM radio. Rally
wheels. 1 3xxx miles.

$6,277.00
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Inc.
753-2617

-

641 South, Murray

GM QUALITY
GM
SERV= PARTS
DIVISION
GIIIIISRAL MOTORS FARTS

-

OR TV
8995
With Trade

beautiful sound in
--abeautiful furniture cabinet

The BRAEMAR • M2314E
Transitional styling. Wood and simulated
wood products in Antique Oisk finish Casters

3

$27995

1980 Oldsmobile Omega

Parker
Ford Inc.

• Electronic Video Guard Tuning
• Tr -Focus Picture Tube
• Triple-Plus Chassis
• New Chromatic One-Button Color Control
• Electronic Power Sentry
• One-Knob VHF/UHF Channel Selector

Limited Time! Stop in Today.

Tucker TV Sales & Service
-75i-290u.

1914 Csiderster Rd.

=

Murray, Ky.

